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Foreword 

The 1992 "Earth Summit" found common ground upon which 
human development can he put on an environmentally 
sustainable footing. In 1993, completion of negotiations for the 
UrLLgLLay Round set the course for a further liberalisation of 
international trade. One of the most pressing and complex 
challenges facing our generation is the search for a workable 
synthesis of the two, of economic relations and environmental 
realities. 

We must embark upon this course, not because it is easy, but 
because it is necessary. Our planet's ecological vitaL-signs 
continue to warn us of an accelerating rate of degradation - 
depletion of the ozone layer that shields us from harmful solar 
radiation, erosion of productive soils needed to grow food, 
contamination of freshwater with hazardous wastes, depletion 
of fish stocks, the massive loss of biodiversity, the threat of 
climate change and global warming. 

An important challenge identified at the Earth Summit is 
ensuring that trade and environment are "mutually supportive". 
It is hoped that this series, providing analysis on selected 
environmental issues of relevance to the environment - trade 
debate, will contribute to the search for solutions now under 
way. 

Elizabeth Dondeswell 
Exeuri'e Director 
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THE ROLE OF SCIENCE IN THE URUGUAY 
ROUND AND NAFTA TRADE DISCIPLINES 

David A. Wiriha 

This paper examines the increasingly important role of science 
in the structure and operation of international trade agreements. 
Indeed, under the recently completed Uruguay Round of 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations under the auspices of the General 
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (Uruguay Round) 1  and the 
trilateral North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) T . the 
presence and integrity of scientific support is a principal 
touchstone for determining the legitimacy of many national 
regulatory efforts aimed at assuring environmental integrity or 
safeguarding public health. More particularly, the analysis in 
this paper is intended to highlight the quiescent issues at the 
nitertace between science uimct governmental regulatory policies 

that are raised by the emphasis on scientific validity in the 

Uruguay Round and the NAFTA. 
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FNIVIRONMENT AND TRADE 

At the outset, it is important to emphasise that international 
trade agreements, at least to the extent that they govern national 
regulatory measures in the areas of environment and public 
health, contain primarily "negative" obligations. That is to say, 
international trade agreements do not generally contain 
affirmative requirements directing national governments to 
achieve certain minimum criteria in these areas. Rather, under 
the Uruguay Round or the NAFTA, inadequate scientific support 
for a national environmental or public health standard may imply 
that that standard is unjustified. Consequently, tests of scientific 
validity in recent international trade agreements are intended to 
circumscribe the regulatory authority of national governments 
so as to limit the abuse of putatively "scientific" claims for 
protectionist purposes, and not to establish minimum 
benchmarks for protection of the environment and public health. 
In other words. the science-based trade disciplines in the 
Uruguay Round and the NAFTA are not just good practise 
standards. Instead, failure to satisfy those requirements, unless 
a regulatory measure is based on an international standard, 
implies inconsistency with the tradc agreement, creating an 
obligation to remove or correct the offending measure. 

As currently structured, these multilateral and regional trade 
agreements invite the application of science at the following 
principal junctures addressed in this paper: 

I. (ronk/). 

Final Act Embodying the Reu1u of the Uruguay Round of Multilaleral 
Trade NegoLiaLion, 33 ELM. 9(1994) lliereinat)cr Uruguay Round Final 

Acli. 

-' ',or1h American Free 'l'radc Agrcemcnt, opened for snuure Dec. 5, 
1992, Can.-Mci-tJ.S., 32 tEAT, 296. 612 1 hereinafter NAF7A1. 
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in establishing national regulatory standards; and 

in the quasi-adjudicatory panel dispute settlement process. 

The application of science in both these contexts involves 
two principal tasks that pervade virtually all regulatory activity 
in the areas of environment and public health: 

• the process of analysing experimental data to determine 
governmentally established regulatory requirements; 

• the process of crafting national regulatory requirements in 
the face of scientific uncertainty. 

Examination of these two tasks in both the contexts identified 
above then generates two central questions that this paper 
attempts to answer: 

• What can reasonably be expected of science and scientists 
in the national regulatory process?; and 

• In light of the answer to the previous question, what is a 
reasonable interpretation of the science-based trade 
disciplines in the Uruguay Round and the NAFTA? 

The central theme of this paper is the necessity for deference 
to decision-making processes of national regulatory authorities 
in the application of these new trade disciplines and the need 
for trudebased review of national regulatory measures to operate 
within clearly defined limits. Accordingly, this paper first 
examines and summarises the relevant texts, including the 
original 1947 GATT. the Uruguay Round, and the NAFTA texts 
on standards. Next, the paper considers the role of science in 

3 
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the standard-setting process with reference to the copious 
literature on this topic. Finally, the paper takes up the difhcult 
question of the application 01 the science-based trade disciplines 
in the Urueuay Rowid and NAFI\ texts in the context of the 
quasi-adjudicatory trade agreenient dispute settlement process. 

I. Basic Texts 
From the point of view of the rotc of science in international 
trade, the potentially universal trade regime established in 1947 
by the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAIT 1947)   
is of the greatest interest. The original 1947 instrument has 
been supplemented by a number ifi additional rounds of 
multilateral trade negotiations. Of particular importance to the 
subject of this paper are the Tokyo Round. which was completed 
in late 1979, and the Uruguay Round, which was completed in 
late 1993 and signed on April 15. 1994, but wtiich, as of ttiis 

writing, has yet to enter into force A\saresult of this sequence 
of multi lateral efforts, the GA UT rules now govern an 
increasingly wide array of substantive issues, including in the 
LJruuay Round not only food safety laws but also intellectual 
property rights. Also relevant is the regional North American 
Free Trade Agreement ( NAFTA. which entered into force for 
Canada, Mexico. and the Utiited States on Jan imry 1 , 1994. 

A. GATI 1947 
As a general matter, national measures directed at preservation 
of the env i ronnient and protection of pabl ic health are subject 
to the generic requirenlents of GATT 1947. Fundamental GATT 
obligations that apply in these areas. as in others, include the 
most-favoured-nation priiic iplc (non-cl iscrini ination am)ng 

'Gcnc'ral Ayrccrnciii on taril Is and iitdc. Oct.119 I 047 :t aniciidcd. 
Basic lnsirjment.s and Scicctcd Docijrnciiis ]homciiiaitcr fttSDj, vol. t V. 5i 

LA.t.S. 188 ]tieroiriaflcv GArt 19471. 
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imported products on the basis of their national origin), national 
treatment4  (non-discrimination between foreign and domestic 
products) 5 , and a prohibition on quantitative restrictions for 
imports or exports. 

Article XX of GATT 1947 contains a number of exemptions 
from the General Agreement for specific categories of national 
measures. Of particular importance in the fields of 
environmentand public health are two express exceptions in 
article XX of GATT 1947: one in paragraph (b) for measures 
"necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health;" 
and another in paragraph (g) for measures "relating to the 
conservation of exhaustible natural resources if such measures 
are made effective in conjunction with restrictions on domestic 
production or consumption . 117 The two exceptions are to be 
narrowly construed. 5  Morcover, in contrast to the usual 

GATT 1947.   TUTJiI note 3. art. I. 

'íA art, ill. 

IA art. Xl. 

The relevant passage provides in full as Inflows: 

Article XX 

General Exceptions 

Subject to the requirement that such roe ,ures are not applied in a 
manner which would CLIIICiLULe a means nI arbitrary or unjusliliable 

discrimination between ceuniries where the same condilions prevail, or a 
disguised restriction on international trade, nothing in this Agreement shall be 
construed to preveni the adoption or enforcement by any eonitraCliilg party of 

measures: 

(b) necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or health: tori 

ig relating to the comiservatiun of exhaustible natural resources il such 

measures are made effective in con]unction with rcslrieirons omi domestic 

production or consumption. 

GALl 1947.  LU/ira note 3. 

a.. t.nited States—Restrictions on Imports ul luna. BISD. Supp. 
Na. 39. para. 5.22. at 1 II 93. 30 1.l.M. 1594, 1619 (199 I) [hereinafter 
t.nited Stales -Tuna Dolphin I Panel Reperti. In response to a complaint 

lionUI. 
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situation for resolving disputes over rights in GATT 1947, the 
burden is on the respondent whose measure is challenged, rather 
than on the complainant, to demonstrate the applicability of one 
of the enumerated exemptions: The role of overtly scientific 
considerations in the jurisprudence of these two exceptions, as 
elaborated by GATT dispute settlement panels, is discussed in 
section !ILB below. 

Entirely apart from any consideration of scientific integrity, 
the necessary" requirement with respect to measures to protect 
human, animal, or plant life or health has been interpreted by 
panels as implying a test that turns on the Uade effect of the 

3 ((001(T) 

lodged by Mcsteo, this panel report addressed an ernbarzo on importation of 

vellowfin tuna into the United States, The embargo was designed to 

encourage foreign states to ensure that essls under the rjurisdietion 

conduct tuna lishing operations so as not to kill or injurE dolphins. A second 

challenge, initiated by lie European Union and the Netherlands, addressed a 

secondary import ban designed to discourage "tuna laurileririg" by 

intermediary nat ions which purchase el owfiri tuna abroad and export it to 

the Umted States. Lnitd States Restrictions on Imports of lana. 33 I.L.M. 

542 (1994) [hereinafter United States—Tuna Dolphin II Panel Reporil. Both 
panels concluded that the import prohibitions in question were inconsistent 

with the Enited States' obligations pursuttnt to the GAT1'. The GAIl 

Council rclected tt request by the European Union to adept the first panel 
n w repo, in hich Mexico was the complainant Set' 6417 Couwil Refirses PC 

Request to Adopt Panel Report on (15 Tuna Enthargo. b lsi't lR.sDE Rep, 

(BNA) 353 (Feb. 26, 992). In a discus,ionof the secenti report, the GAIT 

Council is reported to have rciected a proposal from the Lnited States that 

would have opened further Cottncil meetings on that case to tine public, and 

Mexico was said to consider requesting adoption of the lirst report. Frances 

Williams. GAl'! Shuts Door on !hjifronnientaljst.s. Fiis.']'tiss. July 21, 1994. 

at 6. As of this writing, neither report has been adopted by the GAIT 

Council and hence neither has yet acquired legal lorec. :d'e William J. 

Davey, Dispute Seulemeni in GAIT. 11 hiii.sr lvi 'i. L.J .5 I. 94 )1957). 

See, e.'., Lnitcd States Section 337 of the Tariff Set of 1930, BISD, 

Supp. No. 36. pant. 5.27. at 345, 393 11990). 
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measure.' 1  Simi]arly, the exception for trade measures to protect 
exhaustible natural resuurces has been interpreted to require that 
the standards in question are "primarily aimed at conservation.' 51 ' 
Only one of the environmental, conservation, or public health 

measures examined by dispute settlement panels whose 

W , 11 slates - Taxes on Automobiles. GAYT Doe. DS3 1fR para. 

5.64-65 (Sept. 29. 1994) (regulatorY scheme requiring nianulacturers and 
importers to meet minimum average fuel efficiency for all automobiles is 
intended to promote energy conservation and theiclore is primarily aimed at 
eonscrvatiori):United States ----Tuna Dolphin 1 Panel Report, .xupra note 8, 

parii. 5.28 (failure to "exhaust[ I all options reasonably available - . through 

measures consistent with the General Agreement implies luck of ttecc.SSitY 
pursuant to article XX(h)l: Ihailand --RestricLions on importation of and 
Internal Taxes on Cigarettes. BISD. Supp. No. 37. perils. 74-91, at 200 
(1991). 30 l.l..M. 1122(1991) (import restrictions not juxtified by article 
XX(b) in tight of availability of GATT-consistent or less-  GATT-inconsistent 

measures). Cf United States- Measures Aftecting Alcoholic and 
MaltBeverages. BISD, Supp. No.39, pares. 5.41-43 & 5.52, at 206 (1993) 
measures relati ig to import of beer are not the least trade-restrictive and 

therefore not "nceecsari' within meaning ot article XX(d), which exempts 
"measures necessary to secure compliance with laws or regulations which are 
not inconsistent with" GATT): United States—Section 337 ot the Tariff Act 
of 1930, .uipm note 9. Lii perils. 5.25-35 (availability of GATT-eonsisient or 
less GAIT-inconsistent alternatives implies that challenged measures are not 
"necessary" under anicle XX(d)). Sec ,genmrullv Steve Charnovite, GAiT' 

unit mite bnironrneni: /traniiiiing the issues, 4 I Sri. ENS-Ti., An-, 203, 2 12- 14 

(1992) criticising "the mutating necessary' tesi"l. 

LL fTg. tinitcd States—Tuna Dolphin II Panel Report. sitprit note 8, para. 

527 lmeasurcs taken so as to force other countries to change their policies, 
and that are effective only if such changes occur, are not primarily aimed at 

coilvervation ); Urnied States - ILiFiLI Dolphin I Panel Report. .s,ipra note 8. 

para. 5.33 limitations on taking marine mammals by foreign fleets 
cstahlished with reference to dolphin kills by L.S. vessels not primarily 

ainned at conservation): Canada Measures Alleeting Exports 01 

Unprocessed Herring and Salmon, BISD. Supp. No. 35, pares. 4.6-7. at 98 
119891 (requirement that lisli he processed domestically helorc export is not 
primarily aimed at conservation and therelore not justified by article XX(g)). 
Sec text accompanying notes 104- 117 (mm//a (discussing panel report under 

Canada-Enited States Free-Trade Agreement which concluded that Canadiati 

"landing" reqliiremeilt for salmon and herring caught in Cinadian waters was 

nor primarily aimed at eon serv at iOu 
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consistency with GATT turned on the availability of these 

exceptions has ever met these tes t s. 1 : 

B. Tokyo Round Standards Code 

In response to the generally perceived failure of the (iATT 

regime to respond to the problem of non-tariff barriers, an 

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade 1 . olte i known as the 

"Standards Code." was adopted in 1979 as par of the Tokyo 

Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations. The Siandards Code, 

w h cli governs mandatory governmentally established 

specifications for industrial and agrictLltural products, is intended 

to minimise trade distortions that arise from disparate national 

regulatory requirements. 

The Standards Code, which applies only to Lhe thirty-nine 

parties to GATT, including the European Union (EU). that 

currently accept ii, requires parties 10 LISC multilaterally agreed 

standards, where they exist, as a basis for natioral measures. 

The Standards Code also clearly establishes a requirement of 

non-discrimination in standards and their application, both 

among imported prodLicts on the basis of their national origin 

and between foreign and domestic products.' 

The central criterion for determinine the validity of a standard 

under the Standards Code is whether that standard constitutes 

an 'unnecessary obstacle to international trade." Although the 

Linhled States - Liscs oil ALliomahi e. v epra note II - But j: L'nited 
Slates -Tuna l)oiphin II Panel Rc'port, supra note S tnitect Stales ---Tuna 
Doiphi ii I Panel Repon mpm mite 5; Thai and--- Resiric -tioiis on Iniporiation 
oF iiiij Intertiat 'I axes on (_'LearettLs hhita null: I (SCariada— Miisu res 
At iectin Exports ot U iiprocesscd 1 lerrins and Salmon. uqii ii note 1 I 
Liniled States-- Prohibition of I iliporl of Tuna and tuna Products from 
Canada. B 1 SD, S U[L No. 29. at 9! 1953t. 

Aurcemeni on ietiniccl Barriers to lra;Ic. \pr. 12. 1071), 1156 
tiNTS. 276. BISD. Supp. No. 26. ci S 19511)1 hercinalier Standards Cudel. 

id al -I. 2.2 

Id arT 2.1 
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Standards Code may have helped in reducing the potential for 
divergent jiational regulatory standards to distort trade as non-
tariff barriers, the core test for an "unnecessary obstacle --i.e.. 
an unacceptable standard—was not clearly articulated. Unlike 
other key terms hke "standard," "unnecessary obstacle" is not 
defined in the Standards Code. The text does not expressly 
distinguish between unnecessary and necessary regulations, but 
instead: 

recognizes implicitly that there may be "necessary" 
obstacles. Much time was spent on this formulation, and 
the end result is not entirely satisfactory. While subsequent 
provisions in the Code may be taken as pioviding guidance 
on what may be considered as "necessary" the fact remains 
that these provisions are likely to give rise to considerable 
difficulties of interpretation in practice: the complaining 
party will have either to prove deliberate protectionist intent, 
or to demonstrate that the measure went beyond what was 
"necessars(. 

The Standards Code contains special dispute resolution 
procedures that anticipate the establishment cf technical expert 
groups, which are created by and advise dispute settlement 
panels.' 7  

As of this writing. there is no panel jurisprudence interpreting 
the meaning of "unnecessary obstacle within the meaning of 
the Standards Code.' 

R.W. Middleton.Dw (2.1] 1 .,fa, /oo/., (1iifr. 4 .1. \V nin TR\Ia L. 

201. 2001980i. 

.Staiidaids (ode. N up 	Dote I. paa. 140-14.11 Aitnex 2, 

i.e. 11 i a Patieron. liiiroiii/ Pffi)rts to Si,nua, the 4 

Train Ff1'1  is ofPiuthuil So oilers ,iiul i'hvtiuswü(w'v Regnlwions. 24 J. 

Wi oil.,, To us,. Apr. 199(), at I) 1, 95. In a clorneul in pr)ceedlng in the t;n lied 
0 o,ikl. I 
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C. Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade 

Negotiations 
The Uruguay Round of Multilateral Trade Negotiations in GATT, 
completed in December 1993, contains two new texts addressing 
standards relevant to the protection of environment and public 
health: (1) an Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary Measures (Uruguay Round SPS Agreement)' 9  
addressing such domestic regulations as those designed to protect 
the food supply from contamination; and (2) an Agreement on 
Technical Barriers to Trade (Uruguay Round T13TAgreement). 20  
which elaborates the earlier Tokyo Round Standards Code for 
standards other than sanitary and phytosanitaiy measures. 

18 (crnitd.) 

StalesCanada filed a brief wntcus cwiae supporting a Canadian mining 
company and a number of Canadian trade unions that challenged a United 
States regulation banning the manufacture, importation, processing, and 
distribution in commerce o most asbestos-containing products. Canada 
argued that, because it was not supported by sufficient scientiOc evidence, the 
regulation was an unnecessary obstacle to trade within the meaning of the 
Standards Code. Briet for Aniicus Curiae Government of Canada at 16-19. 
Corrosion Proof Fittings v. Environmental Protection Agency, 947 F2d 1201 
(5th Cir. 1991). Although concluding that the regulation was not valid on 
domestic legal grounds, the court in the United States determined that 
Canada's arguments based on the Standards Code could not be entertained in 
the domestic tribunal. Corrosion Proof Fittings v Environmental Protection 
Agency. 947 F.2d 1201, 1211 n.8 (5tlt Cir. 1991). See ,i'e,era1/y Kyle E. 
McSlarrow, Jnternanonai Trade and the Enrimnnienl: Buildini a Framework 
/or Conflict Resolunon, 21 ESVTI. L Rsp, 10,589 (1991) (discussing 
Canadian challenge to U.S. asbestos regulation). 

Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanilaty Measures, 
Uruguay Round Final Act, supra note I. at 11-AIA-4 lhcyeinafter Uruguay 
Round SPS Agreement]. 

a Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. L'rtiguay Round Final Act, 
supra note 1. at 11-Al A-6 Ihereinafter Uruguay Round TBT Agreenncnttl. 

IDJ 
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1. Agreement on the Apphcation of Sanitary and 

Phytosanitary Measures 

The Uruguay Round SPS Agreement governs a particular and 
specific category of measures known as "sanitary and 
phytosanitary standards," 2 ' defined by the objective of the 
measure and the type of product regulated. The principal 
regulations of concern regarding human health are those that 
restrict additives. pesticides, and other contaminants to protect 
the integrity of the food supply. Unlike the earlier Tokyo Round 
Standards Code, the new text on sanitary and phytosanitary 
measures must he accepted by contracting parties as part of the 
overall Uruguay Round package, including the newly created 
World Trade Organ isation (WTO) 22  

21  Paragraph I of Annex Aof the Uruguay Round SPS Agreement defines 
"sanitary or phytosanitary measure" as: 

Any measure applied: 
• to protect an itnal or plant life or health within the territory of the Member 

from risks arising from the entry, establishment or spread of pests, 
diseases, disease-carrying organisms or disease-causing organisms: 

• to protect human or animal life or health within the territory of the 
Member from risks arising from additives, contaminants, toxins or disease-
causing organisms in foods, beverages or feedstuffs; 

• to protect human tile or health within the territory of the Member from 
risks arising from diseases carried by animals, plants or products thereof, 
or from the entry, establishment or spread of pests: or 

• to prevent or limit other damage within the territory of the Member from 
the entry, establishment or spread of pests. 

Sanitary or phytosanitary measures include all relevant laws, decrees, 
regulations, requirements and procedures including, inter ulia, end product 
criteria: processes and production methods, testing, inspection, certification 
and approval procedures-. quarantine treatments including relevant 
requirements associated with the transport of animals or plants, or with the 
materials necessary for their survival during transport: provisions on relevant 
statistical methods, sampling procedures and methods of rkk assessment: and 
packaging and labelling requirements directly related to food safety. 

Uruguay Round SF5 Agreement. .cupra note 19. 

See Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization. 33 I.L.M. 
1519941. 
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A serious disagreement bclsveen the United States and the 
European Lnion over hormone-treated beef. now nearly a decade 
in duration motivated much ol' this text, which is designed to 
prevent the abuse of sanitary and phytosanitarv nteasures as non-
tariff harriers to trade. As of January I, I 98. the European 
Union banned the use of growth hormones in the breeding of 
cattle and the sale of beef, including imported hcet treated with 
growth hormones. The United States, where those hormones 
are permitted, has strongly objected to the bar as a non-tariff 
barrier to trade unsupported by scientific evidencer  The conflict 
consequently turns on the risk to human beau h, if any, from 
consumption of hormone-treated beet'. This controversy has 
never reached a GATT dispute settlement panel. 

Although formally governed by the 1979 Tokyo Round 
Standards Code, the sub-category of sanitary and phytosanitary 
measures received particular attention in the Uruguay Round. 
One important motivation for this segmentation appears to have 
been the prominence of the U.S-EU heel hormone dispute. 
Another was the close nexus between broader agricultural issues 
and sanitary and phytosanitary standards. wnich lcd to the 
treatment of the latter within the broader context of agriculture 
in the Uruguay Rnund. Finall) . sanitary and phytnsanitarv 

See. e.. 19 USC 	2901(hh7iiC'l I98Sj lidc'ritifting as a principal 
neCcilaliliC UhjcuLiv 01 OIL Uiii en SN1iC ri the Uriigiiac Roand and he 
NAbIA 'eliminalinp and rrducin 'cihtaiiiiiiII 	.. unRstit led phvio.slInhiar\ 
and sanitary rcntrictlons'). ,Scr,''nerallv Stccn I Rod here. Niac /re,en 
Rena To RST: C/in urnrcnitin the (44T1 ,S,idiu/n Code n Pr hi//ti in em 
Unrinirvar (Thji/i in iiiln, 75 Mr. L. Ric. 505 15911:  Michael B. 
Promun. Recent Developirreit . 1 he 1riued .Siuie n -European (onr,nunitv 
hormone lionel l4ec/ (omit/in r. Ill It amy I si I 1 ,J 549 I 959 j: Adrian 
Ralaci Halpern Tbc U.S -/A i/u imnone Rert ( 'oniroiiinv a ed ihi Siainniurds 
Code; lop/i wron.s for the Applil ai ion of Flea/i/i Re.u/mni inn /0 4cm/n ri/twin! 
Tu/n, 14 NC'. J. lsr'r 1, & C'u\r. Rn:. 1 35 

I Tom (3ATT UniOn i Roes r;A Nrnoriooa; 1 - JSIORY 1956-
19921 141-42 ITCIL'TIc: P. Stewart ed. 1993 
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measures were thought to raise c:lifficulties distinct from those 
associated with technical standards uenerally, including the 
greater importance of scientific assessment of risk. a wide variety 
ol national approaches to standard setting in the area of health, 
and the crucial role of national regulatory authorities in 
determining the need for action and in choosing preventive or 
remedial measures in this arca. As a consequence, sanitary 
and phvtosanitary standards have been split off' from the larger 
generic issues associated with technical standards and are treated 
in a separate agreement in the Uruguay Round that emphasises 
scientific validity to a considerably greater extent than the 
broader new Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade. 

Accordingly, scientific tests lie at the core of the trade 
disciplines established in the new Uruguay Round SPS 
Agreement. The final Uruguay Round text specifies that sanitary 
and phytosanitary measures must he based on scientific 
principles and not maintained without sulTicient scientific 
ev idence ,'T I"iational measures that conform to international 
standards, such as those established by the Codex Alimentarius 
Commissiun, are presumptively va lid . tr 

- Sec Patterson. srqrisr Flute 18, at 95 -95, 

Urrlr2ua\ Riiiiiid SF'S ALtFCCI11DI1L Fil/1ITF note 19, para. 5. 

id 	10 The new aDr'e.enleflt speiliriIi ref ercitces a number of 
inlematinnal sTandard wit ilig hodiv of which the most important from the 
point of view of rn'o1etiig liwiran health is the todex Alinentarius 
Commission The Cridex A! imeritari Lw furrier 1 FRILIn ss as created in 1902 as a 
joint undertaking of tire tiN Fioci and A0 - iL1J11l1T -e Orgariisalron ( FAG) and 
the World Hc,iInIi Orrianisarion Wf-i() . ihe (amnirssion. membership in 
which open 1< 	i tAO and WHO nreni her states and now numbers inane 
than 130. has a dual unction: ''protectieg the health if the urj contstrnllcrs 
and ensunris fair practices in the loud trtrihw '' Statutes of the Codes 
Airmentartus Conimnission it 	I pani. a. g rpri 1(15/ ii Curs-s AlIsmEot-  siElts 
Corrsri williS. P50(1.111 5.-El MEl. 1 sIn I 5th cd 1993 	To Eli IR end, the 
Commission is specihictilly c hanged i lb adopting ads I oars niultr I trieral 
''nood pnactr se' standards on such miiatters as the conipocit loll of tood 
jrodLicts. food additivel. lahellinig. hietxl Irrow'ssi!Ig  tchniqus. SIl(l 	

-oniii. 
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27. (i'Onh/.) 

inspection of tbodstufts and processing facilities As of 1993. ('odes had 
evaluated 187 pesticides, 523 food additives, and 57 food contaminants and 

established 3019 maximum residue hlritatl0ns for pesticides. RooeR W. 
Mimirs, Tills Is Coors AIluisTasli 1993)   

From the point of view of this paper. ('odes activities fall in the realm of 
harmonisation and international standard setting and involve both risk 
assessment and risk management lunctions. See text accompanying notes 60-
64 lit/i -a. The Commission's Secretariat recently released a paper on the role 

of science in the Codes decision making process. That paper recommends 

• clearly distinguishing between risk assessment and risk management in the 
Codex process and regularising data analysis and risk assessment 
methodologies: 

• improving the transparency of the Codes decision making process by 
identifying publicly available scientitic data, clearly explaining the 
methodology used to evaluate risk, plainly identifying social policy 
choices such as the acceptable level of protection underlying it particular 
standard, and providing a ilarrative statement of scope and purpose to 
accompany each standard: 

• distinguishing between those standards intended for the protection of 
public health and those for other purposes. including prevention of unl'air 
trade: 

• adopting a "sunset" rule specilying that ('odex standards are valid for no 
less than 20 years to assure reevaluation of Codes staniliirds in light 01 
new scientific development. Existing ('odes standards would expire 
within If) years: and 

• ensuring that Codes standards are "no more restrictive of trade than 
necessary to achieve legitimate interests, taking into account technical and 
administrative aspects of implementation." 

Codes Alintentarias Commission Doe. CX/GP 94/4. An earlier paper on risk 

assessment procedures used by the ('odex Alinientarius: Commission and its 
subsidiary and advisor's bodies, ('odes Alimentarius Commission Dsic 
ALINORM 93/37. prepared hyacunsultant, documented variability in risk 
assessment methodologies within Codes and recommended slandardisation 
of Codes's overall approach to Lomial risk assessment, 

Codes's treatmeilt of carcinogenic pesticides has been compared to the 
system employed in the United States at the national level as follows: 

The EPA [L .S. Environmental Protection Agency) employs a 
quantitative risk procedure for evaluating pesticides that may be 
carcinogenic. With noneareinogenic pesticides. a threshold level (nn 

ohseed effects level) is idenitil'icd which then serves• i j.s the basis for 
establishing an ADI [acceptable daily intakc]. With carcinogenic 

pesticides, the EPA assumes that there is no threshold level but rather, a 
probability of risk exists at any level of exposure. 

14 
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The Uruguay Round SPS Agreement introduces the concept 
of a WTO member's appropriate level of sanitary or 
phytosanitary protection. 5  Although the choice of appropriate 
level of protection appears to he the unilateral prerogative of 
each WTO member state, the level of protection must "take into 
account the objective of minimizing negative trade effects. 
Moreover, each party is to "avoid arbitrary or unjustifiable 
distinctions in the levels it considers to be appropriate in different 
situations, if such distinctions result in discrimination or a 
disguised restriction on international trade.' °5  In a somewhat 
obscure passage. guidelines for implementing this requirement 
to be considered subsequently by the WTO members "shall take 
into account the exceptional character of human health risks 

27. Ii tb 

The focus of the EPA's assessment is to detemsine it an acceptable level of 

risk exists for the pesticide. This is accomplished by applying multistage 

mathematical niodels to available dose/response lest data and Lakirw into 

account the weight of evidence concerning Carcinogenielty. The result is 

the calcalation of human nsk probabilities. A risk of one in a million is 

considered acceptable under certain conditions. 

The ICuitex I uses basically the same procedures lor iniel -preting carcino-

genic data as in evaluating other toxic effects of pesticides. It may use a 
larger safely factor when recomnicnding an ADI level for pesticides where 
carcinogcilie risk is apparent. In cases where a no observed effects level 

cannot he clearly established and the carcinogenic risk is high, thcr would 

he cause for not reconimendi no an ADI. 

l_J's rico Si: rES Gssrs sT Aci in. vi 'aT ()j:rii.....lNrcssAIiovSL l4xsn SAFIT 5 

Covimivsisi.w oi. ti .S . svii (4mEv Pt sill_lot_S Srssr'asus 24 1199 1111 oolnote 

out tied I hereinafter lvi cay 5[ sr. su FOOD Ssri:n I 
' Lraouay Round SPS Agreement .siqiisi note 19, Preamble pam. b. 

panTs. 11, 14. 15. 19, 20. 21. 29,2. 41 & Annex B, para. 2.1(c). Noting that 

"Imn]any Members . . . refer to this concept as the 'acceptable level of risk,"' 

paragraph 5 of Annex A defines "lalppropriate I11evel of [slanitary or 

tp]hvtosinitary Iplrotectiori' as  ''Itihe level of protection deemed appropriate 

by the Member establishing a sanilars  or phvlosutilarv measure to pro ccl 

human, animal or plant life or health within Its territory." 

/J para. 19. 

/iL para. 20. 
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to which people voluntarily expose thenisc}ves." a category 
which presumably includes tobacco. Somewhat incoherently, 
this requirement appears to imply that the level of protection 
from involuntary or unknowing exposures to contaminants in 
food that a WTO member country decides to provide to all its 
citizens should be determined by reference to the level of risk 
to which certain individuals, such as smokers, voluntarily and 
knowingly choose to expose themselves. 

A WTO member state may adopt measures more stringent 
than international standards to achieve its appropriate level of 
sanitary or phytosanirary protection, so long as those measures 
are supported by "a scientific justification." This passage 
apparently is intended to assure that WTO member states may 
adopt measures more stringent than harmonised international 
standards, but only so long as those national measures are 
grounded in sound science, it is by no means obvious, however, 
that "good science' can be defined with precision in the abstract. 

The text of the Uruguay Round SPS Agreement minors this 
deeply rooted difficulty. The use of the term scientific 
justification" in the so-called "Dunkel Draft," an interim 
negotiating text of the Uruguay Round produced in December 
1991; was controversial in some quarters because of its 
potential implication of a rigorous cause-and-effect nexus 
between empirical scientific evidence and the national regulatory 
measure chosen. 4  The final Uruguay Round SPS Agreement 
elaborates the meaning of this term, as the Dunkel Draft did 
not, by explaining that, 

Id. para. 211. Cf. in j iv teL accompanying note 127 GAYF panel 
F nding the "smoking constitutcl.sl a serious risk to human health''). 

tJruguav Round SPS Agreement. oqo -a note 19, para. 11. 

Draft Final Act Embodsing the Results of the Uruguay Round of 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations. G.A.T.T. Doe, MTh.TNCAV/FA. sec. L, p(. 
C, para, 11. at L.i7 11991). 

section 11.13 iifm (discussing precautionary approaches). 
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THE ROLE OF SLOENCE IN THE URUGUAY ROUND AND NAFIA TRADE DISCIPLINES 

there is a scientific justification if, on the basis of an 
examination and evaluation of available scientific 
information in conformity with the relevant provisions of 
this Agreement, a Member determines that the relevant 
international standards, guidelines or recommendations 
arenot sufficient to achieve its appropriate level of 
protection. 35  

Although apparently intended to clarify the text, this insertion 
adds another layer of interpretational difficulty. This passage 
links a party's appropriate level of sanitary or phytosanitary 
protection with the concepts of "scientific justification" and 
"available scientific information." The footnote consequently 
might be taken to suggest, as the rest of the text does riot, that 
there are scientific constraints on the choice of appropriate level 
of protection, a risk management decision that reflects social 
value choices distinct from the scientific process of risk 
assessment. 36  

Contracting parties are required to assure that sanitary and 
phytosanitary measures are "based on" a risk assessment. 37  In 
performing this risk assessment, governments must "tak[e] into 
account risk assessment techniques developed by the relevant 

° Uruguay Round SPS Agreement, supra note 19. para. 11 n.2. 
See infra text accompanying note 64. 
Uruguay Round SPS Agreement, supra note 19, para. 16. Paragraph 4 

of Annex A to the agreement defines "risk assessment" as 

The evaluation of the likelihood of entry, establishment or spread of a 
pest or disease within the territory of an importing Member according to 
the sanitary or phytosanitary measures which might be applied, and of 
the associated potential biological and economic consequences; or the 
evaluation of the potential for adverse effects on human or animal health 
arising from the presence of additives, contaminants, toxins or disease-
causing organisms in food, fecdstuffs and beverages. 
id. 
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international organizations"35  and "take into account available 
scientific evidence." 39  In cases of scientific uncertainty or 
inadequate data "where relevant scientific evidence is 
insufficient," WTO member states "may provisionally adopt 
sanitary or phytosanitary measures on the basis of available 
pertinent information". 40  

N Id. para. 16. Partially because of lack of standardisation in the 
definitions of "risk assessment" and "risk management," as discussed in 
section 1!.A infra, harmonisatiori of risk assessment methodologies has not 
proceeded especially quickly. For chemical risks, the Organisation for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has undertaken to 
harmonise risk assessment methodologies, particularly with respect to 
pesticides, and has published guidelines for the testing of chemicals. The 
International Programme on Chemical Safety, a joint project of the World 
Health Organisation (WHO), the International Labour Organ isation (ILO), 
and theUnited Nations Environment Programme (UNEP), has also 
undertaken work in this area. Although not strictly intemational, there is also 
a considerable body of experience with risk assessment in the European 
Union, which has recently resulted in the adoption of common principles and 
methodologies as applied to certain dangerous substances. See, e.g.. 
Commission Directive 93/67/EEC of 20 July 1993 Laying Down the 
Principles for Assessment of Risks to Man and the Environment of 
Substances Notified in Accordance with Council Directive 67/5481EEC, 1993 
O.J. Eus. COMM. (L 227) 9. For a collIpalisorl of risk assessment 
methodologies in OECD countries, ice generally Usimo STATES GENERAL 

ACCOUNTiNG Omce, PESTICIDES: A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF INDUSTRIALIZED 

NvnoNs' REGULA1ORY SYSTEMs 58-69 (1993) [hereinafter PEsraloes: A 
COMPARATIVE STI.1I)Y OF INDUSTRIALIZED NATioNs' REDULATURY SYSTEMS]. 

wUruguay  Round SPS Agreement, supra note 19, para. 17. 
° id para. 22. Other Salient disciplines include a requirement that 

sanitary and phytosanitary measures be "necessary for the protection of 
human, animal or plant life or health," id para. 5, and that such measures are 
"applied only to the extent necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 
health." Id. para. 6. Sanitary and phytosanitary measures must not 
"arbitrarily or unjustifiably discriminate between Members where identical or 
similar conditions prevail" and must not "be applied in a manner which 
would constitute a disguised restriction on intemational trade." Id. para. 7. 
Particular sanitary and phytosanitary measures may not be 'more trade 
restrictive than required to achieve [a WTO member's] appropriate level of 
protection, taking Into account technical and economic feasibility." Id. para. 

(conid.) 
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2. Agreement or Technical Barriers to Trade 

The Iirueuay Round also contains an Agreement on Technical 
Barriers to Trade C Uruguay Round TBT A(Treement) which 
elaborates the requirements of the Tokyo Round Standards Code 
for technical regulations and standards, -  with the exception of 
sanitary and plivtosaililary measures, which are covered under 
the Uruguay Round agreement on that subject, Unlike the earl icr 
Standards Code, this new agreement is an integral component 
of the Uruguay Round that must he accepted by all GATT 
contracting parties that adhere to the new Round. As in the ease 
of the Tokyo Round Standards Code, the new agreement 
establishes trade disciplines 10 distinguish those domestic 
standards, including those designed to preserve the environment 
and to protect public health, that could act as non-taril'l' harriers 
to trade. 

Anecdmal reports suggest that one nlotivation for the 
Uruguay Round TBT Agreement is the increasing 
"inten'iationalisation of manufacturing processes. For example. 
component parts of such products as automobiles may he 
manufactured by, or to the specifications of, multinational 
corporations in a variety of coulitries and cross national 
boundaries any number ol' limes before the finished goods are 
placed on the market. The new 'J'BTAgrccment could potentially 
appk to a wide variety of rcgu latorv req uirenicnts that 
haveenvirnnmental or pLibi ic health iniplicalions, but that are 

4. 	DflO/.) 

21 	1(IOEITFTEL' nliiFitDclt. The , - hoi',' II sanilaI'r -   iF Thyi)F5;Lflji)11 	IE1L'aiiiT'li lilusi 
also [TI Ii.'ci L'L'OIi011lIEj D ITO)IDflLLIFFID. fol I10aS1IrD. inicIiIlDd to pnTioct ariiniiI 

or plan) life or hcalih. h/. lard. IS. 

-' 

 

The Uruguay Roust! 1H1 Agrccllieni is SOIEEDSS tHai !TrOiFdCr in covoraSo 
han thai 0) ho 'l'okvo Round Standards Codo. f'hL' uco agroellirni spr'c!!irs 

ihu ii 1pplies in haiti irindatois hid advi.ors rc'quiroiuoiiis not only for 

prixiucis, bin also br ''Ec]aiL'd priiccssc. iri1 produclion nR'ihOd.. 	IJT'uguav 
Round TBT Agrecinoni . SEE/Fri noic 20. Annes I. pants. 1-2 
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not sanitary or ph\tosaili airy standards. Specil ications for 
consumer products anti children's toys. appliance efficiency 
criteria, and vehicle fuel efficiency standards miht all he 
governed by the Uruguay Round TB] Agreement. 

As discLissed above, unlike the Urueuav RoLind SPS 
Agreement, the new tecluucal bai -riers agreement contains no 
scientilically-hascd trade disciplines, like the Tokyo Round 
Standards Code, the Uruuuay Round TBT Agreement articulates 
a basic test of non-discrinunation and retains the central notion 
of an unnecessary obstacle to international trade. This latter 
concept is elaborated by the recluirenlent that prodLict standards 
'shall not he more trade-restrictive than necessary to ful l] a 
legitimate objective," sLich as protection of the environment or 
public health. Also like the earlier Standards Code. the new 
text encourages the use of international standards where they 
exist. 4  Because of the much broader railge of legitimate 
objectives, such as cotisuiller protection, in standards coveted 
by the new TB] Agreement. and in distinct contrast to the 
UrnoLlay Round S PS Agreeiiient, national regulations that are 
more stringent or rigorous than comparable international 
standards need not nieet it scientific test. 

D. The North American Free Trade Agreement 

]'he trilatera] North American lice Trade Agreenicnt entered 
into toree for Canada. Mexico, and the United States on .lanuary 
• 1994. An earlier bilateral agreement between Canada and 

the United States entered into lorce on Junuarv 1, I 

-- (il. an. 2. nira 22. 
/L ir. 2, pal -.i. 14 & 'tii 	 I. tIi I.rL]1L1a\ RitLilid TEtT 

,\gttc rl1.'IiI. IL' the 1riiuiv Ruiiil SF5 .•\1-'1L111c11L. Wllckll,tic 111C L_UIICL'pi 

il a I.i tl of proi'L 11011 LII'ftTl liv cach FtLil iiciiihr'. //. J1IL'liIllbln PaLa. 

& Aiiiws 7. para. t. 

.511/110 L1ill 	2. 

- t . i:ftIilc Aiiretieitl. tJc. 22, 10s7 liLli. 2, 1)55. (:iit -1 . ....27 

11,,\l, 251 	19551 lh'ILiI1LticrCL5VI\i 
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The operation of the Canada-U.S. agreement. however, has been 

suspended for so bug as the NAFTA remains in effect. 4  

Consequently, the earlier bilateral agreement may shed some 

light on regional practise in North America, hut the NAFTA is 

the operative instrument currently governing trade among these 

three North American countries. The NAFTA. like the Uruguay 

Round, contains distinct provisions on sanitary and phytosanitary 

measures and technical barriers to trade. Although both these 

issues were considered in the Uruguay Round negotiations 

before the formal NAFTA negotiations began. the NAFTA was 

adopted first. Accordingly, prior developments in the Uruguay 

Round informed the NAFTA texts, which tliitmse]ves then 

influenced the final form ol the Urugtiay Round agreements. 

Sanitary and Phytosonitary MeasUres 

Like the Uruguay Round text. chapter 7 ot the NAFFAcontains 

specific provisions governing sanitary and phytosanitary 

111easures 4  as a specilic category or standards. Similar to the 

5c Stitciiient Ed AdmiltiSEriIiI\C Aettoil. \(Litl[ A111CRCLIIE Free tralte 
AITFUCIEICI1I ITlliTIeIllClIiLltiOIl Al_I. dl S 19d3 I. lCfLlt[ITCII Iii H.R. Do, No. 15 1 1 .  

0311 ('ong. 1 o Sc ,-. 45(1. .-1o7 I 1 ((1 )51 

I 

 

The 	 AFT\ LICIIIi1. 111111 ii' or plu-iminhiary measure' Ii. 

a tiieisure 111,1t a PIrts adapts, flIlielaills or Ipplim to: 
tEll pIOtL'Ut hIlillial or planE lift or IlCIIIh ill It (Cli I(orv 1)5114 i- sks risin 

bull the IIIIrIXIUI_tIlUl. LNihLhLId)1CIll Or .jTrE'LlLI ol a tt or 

I St pIo(ee( hEhIlihIl) or hIlIlilal Lie or licalik in Ii ieIrl(orV Ironi risks irisiiiit 
1111114 the prE'.LflCC IIl liii hIdEli ive. CElFlthlIlliIlhillI. 110.111 or diseLLsceh1iiiI1p 
autan 15111 ii) LI 11)011, ITlrSL'r,lLtC or IedstU Ii. 

CI protect hLIflihIIl lii 01 licahh in its ierriiory 110111 risks arislig from LI 

diseis Chill SLtl 0 Orghi Ill 'Ill of IlUSI erried h:i 11111 IllihIl CI p1 diii. or a 
P [([dli Cl INTLU1I - or 

0_i I p!C\Oi( of 1IT11it 011ICT LIaIllat_ic Ii iis jCrritorv :11151110 111)111 1111' introduc 
11(111. esth!hli,llIlieIlI 01 	 of LI 1 1 451, 

I L5h_IUdlIlH eiid prodtirt Criterid I LI prodiet rCIhlt1'Ll 11r11eC5511iP  or prodihelion 
method: it test lint. iflspcctloll. cUrl! IICLlijol1 1 LLpprO VII! procedure: it relUs hIlTt 
stuiSliCal method: a shimplille pII)CLLlLIre: LI IICtlTO(l UI FIst usn'sillCnt: LI 

0)111.) 
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IJrueuay Round SPS Agreertienl. the NAFTA encourages the 

use 01 internationally agreed standards and declares that those 

standards are presumptively valid. By comparison with the 

Uruguay Round. the NAFTA is somewhat more explicit about 

a party's right to establish its own 'appropriate levels of 

protection and 10 implement measures more stringent than 

international standards. 5  Those measures more stringent than 

international standards must he: 

"based on scientiIc principles . 

not maintained where there is no longer a scientific basis 
and 

"based on a risk assessment ....... I  

47 (iortil, 

packaging and labelling requirenlenl diicctiv related 10 boil safely, and a 
quarantine treatment, such usa relevant requirement associated with the 
iranisporilinirn of arimials or plaiits ( , r wit)] material HCCCISaTV Imr their 
survival durtnitt tr isplilal ion. 

NAt-i 	cpa 1 10le 2. art. 724 

Ir/. art. 71 1 , perrs. I X• 1 . 

ii an, 712. Nra. 2. AnlicIe 724 delines appropriate level oF 
proteetlitri as 'the level 01 prolcetioni ol htinttii. :uiitttal or plani PIe or health 
in the lcrntorv ola Puny line the Puny coiivdLrs uppn)priate 	Id. Like the 
Llrugcrav Round. the IsAFTA requires that the level of protection minimizlej 
negative track' elteets.' Id atn 7 15, para . 	2)L I ike the Ltuttuay Round S PS 
Agreement. the analogous N.AFFA next requires perrtie.s to ensure that they 
avoid arhitrcrrv or tin justifiah]c distinctions in 	k' ve]s [0t protection] in 

ditbererit ciicumsIctnees. where sLCII distinctions result in arbitrary or 
unIListil ulile discrinitriation against a gitot! of another Pail', or constilitte a 
disguised restriction an trade betceen the Parties. Id. Nra. 3(h) 

'Id an. 712. pirra. I 

Id all. 712. para. 7. Article 724 delines scientitic basis as a reason 
bawd on data or iitlniicttion derived cv rig seient he met hods...The same 
article defines ct'nisk aises'iniettt its 

an evulualion oh 

lat the potertttttl for the introduction, establishment or spread of a pest 
or disease and associated hio]ottical and economic consequences: or 

(eiinhii. I 
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Risk assessments supporting national sanitary and phytosanitary 
nleaSLlres must take into account international risk assessment 
melhodologLes and "relevant scientific evidence.' °  As in the 
Uruguay Round SPS Agreement, NAFTA parties may 
provisionally adopt a sanitary or phytosanitary measure "on the 
basis of available relevant information" when "available relevant 
scientific evidence or other information is insufficient to 
complete the [risk] assessment." ' 

2. Technical Barriers to Trade: Siandards-Rehated Measures 

Chapter 9 of the NAFTA contains trade disciplines on regulatory 
stand ard sN other than sanitary and phytosanirary measures that 
are analogous to those found in the Uruguay Round TBT 
Agreement and the Tokyo Round Standards Code. As in the 
case of the other standards related texts in the Uruguay Round 
and the NAFTA, this passage establishes the presumptive 
validity of internationally agreed standards when applied as 
national measures 5  and articulates a party's right to establish 

DI. FIOIiEd 

(b) the potential for adverse effects on human or ariiirI11 life or health arising 
from the presence of an additive, contaminant, toxin or disease-causing 
organism in a food, beverage or feedstulf: 

Id. 
lii. art. 715. parts 1 ai. (b). As in the case of the Uruguay Round SPS 

Agreement, the NAFTA test on sanitary and phylosanitary nieacures 
establishes additional disciplines not directly related to science. So, for 
inslanes', sanitary and phytosanitary measures must he non-discrrminaiory, ii]. 
art, 712. para. 4, may not operate as disguised restriclions on trade, of art. 
712, parts. 6, must he "necessary Or the protection of human, animal or plant 
life or health." 0. art. 712. para. 1, and may he "applied only to the extent 

necessary to achieve Ia party'sl appropriate level of protection," 91. art. 712, 

pare. 5, 

Id. art. 715, pare. 4. 

° lii. art. 901. Like the klruguav Round TB'l'Agreement. the NAFTA 
test on technical harriers applies to both mandatot'v and advisory 
requirements not only for products, but also for ''related processes and 
produ c lion mci hods.'' lii, art. 9 15. 

Id. art. 9(),. pitra. 2. 
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its own more demanding level of protection in pursuing 
"legitimate objectives" such as protection of the environment, 
consumer safety, or public h ealth . N 

Unlike the Uruguay Round and NAFTA SPS texts, national 
regulations more stringent than international standards can be, 
but are not required to be, justified by means of scientific data 
and analysis. Consequently, a party "may ... .onductan assessment 
of risk... takE ingi into account... available scientific evidence 
or technical information."TT  In cases of incomplete or unavailable 
data, as in the case of the Uruguay Round SPS Agreement, a 
party may adopt a provisional regulation until the scientific 
uncertainty is reduced or eliminated. 

II. SCIENCE AND THE NATIONAL REGULATORY 

PROCESS 
The Uruguay Round and the NAFTA texts on sanitary and 
phytosanitary measures purport to apply scientihcally-based 
trade disciplines to the domestic process of adopting regulatory 
measures in the area of public health and food and drug safety. 
Because these new trade disciplines establish consuaints on 

hi an. 904, para. 2. Article 91 specifies that leitiurnate ohjcctive 
lITeludes an objective such as: 

(a) safety. 

hi protec non of human. animal Or p ant ide or health. the environnietit 
or consumers, including matters relating to quality and idcntifiabilia cit 
goods or services, and 

(e) sustainable devclopmeni. 

considering, artiong other di ings . where appropriate. lundanictital 
climatic or other geographical factors. technological or inirastructural factors, 
or scientific justification but does not ineludc the protection of domestic 
production. 

hi. 

hi. ant 907. para. I (ci). Article 91 dfins ''assessment of risk" its an 
"evaluation of the potential br adverse ffcuts." hi. 

hi. art. 907, para. 3. like the L!rvigtiar Roand TBI' Agreement. the 
analogous NAFT.A test articulates a basic test of nitnni-diseriminiation, hi. art. 

Ii onaL 
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domestic regulatory processes designed to preclude protectionist 
abuse of national measures, the effects of those new requirements 
in turn depend on the role of science in regulatory processes in 
these areas 9  

58. (cEo/id.) 

904, para. 3, and retains the core lest of an unnecessary obstacle to 
international trade. Id. art. 904. para. 4. 

The Canada-U.S. bilateral agreement contains a passage addressing 
technical standards that specitics that 

lnleither Party shall maintain or introduce standards-related measures or 

procedures for product approval that would create unnecessary obstacles to 

trade between the territories of the Parties. Unnecessary obstacles to trade 
shall not be deemed to be created if: 

the demonstrable purpose of such measure or procedure is to achieve a 
Legitimate domestic objective; and 

the nseasure or procedure does not operate to exclude goods of the other 

Party that meet that legitimate domestic objective. 

CL'SF'TA. supra note 45, art. 603. "I Ljegitimate domestic objective" is 

defined as "an objective whose purpose is to protect health, safety, essential 
security, the environment, or consumer interest.." Id art 609 While therc is 
no panel jurisprudence on the meaning of "unnecessary obstacles to trade' 

under the bilateral agreement. Canada relied on this passage in challenging 
the United States asbestos ban in a domestic U.S. tribunal. See Corrosion 
Proof Fittings v. Environmental Protection Agency, 947 F-.2d 1201 (5th Cii 
1991). 

Scientific analyses are obviously relevant not only to regulatory 

measures designed to PUbliL health, but also to national efforts to address 

environmental and ecological eliecis. However, as discussed above, the 

Uruguay Round scientifically-based trade disciplines are confined to the area 

of sanitary and phytosanitary measures, which arc the only category of 

standards for which the NAFTA mandates risk assessments. For this reason. 

the remainder of this analysis addresses the role of science primarily in the 

context of regulation to protect public health and addresses regulation of 

environmental and ecological effects only to the extent the context indicates. 
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A. Risk Assessment, Risk Management, and 

Science Policy 

One fundamental axiom admonishes that regulations to protect 
public health involve social policy choices. 1°  Because 
theregulatory process is not wholly scientific, science does not 
have all the answers. There is no way to infer regulatory 
outcomes solely on the basis of scientific data, especially when 
regulations are implicitly or explicitly crafted to respond to a 
particular social, economic, and political context. While 
scientihe analysis can provide assistance in attaining a given 
public health goal, the choice of that goal reflects societal values 
concerning which science may provide little, if any. guidance. 
In other words, science may inform the regulatory process but 
cannot, by itself, determine the result with particularity. For 
instance, a risk assessment may help in setting a standard 
designed to limit the probability that an individual will develop 
cancer after a lifetime of exposure to a particular chemical 
substance to no more than one chance in a million. By contrast, 
the choice of the one-in-a-million goal—as opposed to, say, zero 
or one-in-a-thousand---is one of public policy. 

Although by no means universally accepted.' one approach 

A former Administrator o the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency quotes Alvin Weinberg's influential and trenchant obsenation as 
lollows: 

Attempts to deal with social problems through the procedures ol science 
hang on the answers to questions that can he asked ot science arid yet 
which cannot be answered by science. I propose the term tiai,s-iiii'i,tifir 
for these questions. . . Scientists have no monopoly on wisdom where 
this kind of trans-science is involved: thiv shall have to accommodate 
the will of the public and its representatives. 

William D. Ruekeishaus, Risk, Siren,s'. and Den,oiracv, lssu,:s Sc,. & T,•xic, 
Spring 1985. at 19.26 (emphasis in original) quoting Alvin Weinberg. 
Science und Trans-Science, It) Mnoarss 209. 222 119720. 

c For critical observations with respect to the risk assessment/risk 
management bifurcation, we, mg .. A,ct:mnsttt.r Eviutiiscr: Scir:iot .-\\1 

(ioitkL 
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that expressly acknow ledges this dichotomy prescribes a 
bifurcation of the rcgulaiol - N process into two phases: 'risk 
assessment,' which iii principle establishes the strictly scientific 
basis for regulatory action, and "risk management.'' which is the 
multidi scipli nary process of choosiiig regulatory measures: 

Risk assessment is an exercise that combines available data 
on a substance's potency in causing adverse health effects 
with information about likely human exposure. and through 
the use Of plausible assumptions. it generates an estimate of 
human health risk. Risk management is the process by 
which a protective agency decides what action to take in 
the lace of such estimates. Ideally the action is based on 
such tactors as the goals of public health and environmental 
protection, relevant lecislation, legal precedent, and 
application of social, economic, and political va l ues. 0 

Of 

V ELi TE [5 RiK APDr'i'IIVI Deborah (i. VILITIl & Radictic ft HollInder eds., 

lQ91]:C\i4i F(lfl\',olcFIcll \Il,{1{)',i(SIEi',I\',IE-> 	.-\PIIlL5ul'II'4 	II 

SF51]: DLI) DII t.iEl I 1 4 H1A1: Ellen Silheripcltl, the (L4E 4//I 	4/illoc of 

I]4'lt/ifIi ff1c lP1cl!Pt(V LI] Rt4h aIEE.[5l/tl'El!. \.\[. RAIl RILE & Ess H. Fall ]UhO. 

at 17. 

tiekelshui'i. 511(04/11014 (1), Ut 25 	-Snottier iiill1ieiiii;il iLitElicalilpIl 11)1', 

lC-'CFiti(_'i! 	Etc IIlUIIlCtiIlII 1, 114111455 

We LI/C II.OI 	.5iltl()tt Ill ttteILll lie chLItacIL'ri/LIilon 111 he pienhia1 

IdE Cl/C itCh 1111 et Ict' Iii Iitiiiiiii 	\p0LtC5 10 CIV ii ,011111E'I1ILI I hIlfIII1li. 

RJEk L15ECE1I1Ctti', LItLILILIC icsenil IHI,'llICiit4. desCtipIlElrl II the IlutetlIlIll 

LidiersC health dIed' hILLEd! 1)11 LID 0 LIIUIII1IIII 111 l -C4LI!i'E el Cftidl.'liiiDIOg. 

CliliLdIll. lix LClIlI)iiId. LIII L'tlVIFI)lItttL'IlILII reseateh: C5IILLI ) 1 ) Iilil1iIi horn 
[CHIlE IL) jiIdIiiLl 111C I\pr' drIll e'iLlIttLILC 1114 exIent Of 54111111 elUdE ill 

IlLIIllItl]' Litlibel 21% ell Offl(11110111 LII Ll\JiLIEIIt[5 1IIUUCI11L'Ilt' LIE II) the flLhnlhC't 

ltd d11IliLIC1CFL/liCE 1)1 pL't50114 Lt\IiI 1 /C1I Ill VLITLIIILa flielixi ICE LIII lllIlIIilllIliiL 

and iIIrnrrr:Iri IldiICtItL'IIiE (III the L'xIEIerIee 111111 overall IllagililIldU Of ihe 

IIhlk 11s'lIlh piiulik'nt RI/iL IIiiiC'/iIIIClIi Ill/LI iII4IIldi'E tlIanIeIerl,llliUtt ol 

ihe IIttrL'rlaintles ittIlL'IClI ill 1511 ptitl_l_''s II iIIIl_tIiIILi rIsk 

'1114,' tetlIl i7II 4li4LII41l14lt ii, I1tILLII 1_liLlilt I1LttllIVCI Lind brIIaller 

!11CLLI11I1Lt/i 111,111 SiC I1LIE C Ll(lIiJrIelI 11cl L. tIll 	onic llh/iCFveTE. the tetIll is 

11111(1/! 
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In this two-stage methodology, scientific questions can 
supposedly be isolated and addressed in an objective matter 
through risk assessment methodologies at the beginning of the 
regulatory process. But the allegedly scientific process of risk 
assessment necessarily requires inferences, choices, and 
assumptions that themselves reflect policy preferences, an area 
sometimes known as "science policy." °  

Pure po]icy choices are supposedly confined to the second 
place, risk management. At this stage, science may be relevant 
for such tasks as evaluating technical options. Risk management 
decisions, however, also engage other considerations, most 
notably social values. 4  Regulatory policy, then, is not 
exclusively the domain of scientists, but of public authorities 

62. (io,ikl.) 

synonymous with quwIrtlaDw' ris assessment and emphasi,.es reliance on 
numerical results. Our broader definition includes quantification, but also 

includes 

qualitative expressions of risk. Quantitative estimates of risk are not always 
feasible, and they may he eschewed by agencies for policy reasons. Broader 
uses of the term than ours also embrace analysis of perceived risks, 
comparisons of risks associated with ditfereni regulatory strategies. and 
occasionally analysis of the economic and social implications of regulatory 
decisioni--Iunciions that we assign to risk management. 

CovivlIrrrrr ON T11r1 lrssTlIrrIoNaI, MEaNs I-OR Asssssswsi OF RISKS 10 PUBLIC 

HEALTH, C0SISIISSION ON tier SCIeNCES, NATIONAl, RF1SSARIII CoI:sCII., RISK 

Assssssws'r IN THE FEDERAL GOvIIRNSIFNT: MANAI;ING Tor Psouess 18 (1983) 

(emphasis in original) Ihereinafter NA1IONAI. RI.SLARCII COLNCII.J. 

See, ee, NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, stipra hole 62, at 28-37 

(analysing scientific and policy udgements in risk assessment); CARNeGIE 

Co.vtMIssIois ON SCIENCE, TEcHNOLoGY. AND Gov:RNtr.sT. RISK AND THE 

ENvIRUNSteNI: lvwROsIrco REOLLASORY Decisios MAKING 78 (1993 (notIng that 
"(r]isk assessment can he most useful when those who rely (in it to infomi the 
risk Inanagement process understand its nature and its limitations, and use it 

accordingly"); John P. Dwyer, Liniit,s (Enlironme,I(al Risk Assesssnenl, 116 
J. E'ssmsciv ENGINEE.EIING 231 (1990) ("The enormous scientific uncertainties at 
each stage of risk assessment . . L make quantifying risks impossible without 
making value-laden, simplifying assumptions. As a result, environmental 
risk assessment often does not provide scientificguidanee for regulatory 

decisions."); Thomas 0. Ms'Garity, 	 (ontd.) 
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who make judgements about how to achieve social goals that 
are infomied by scientific data and scientific inferences. 

Because the recently adopted texts on sanitary and 
phvtosanitary measures and technical harriers to trade in the 
Uruguay Round and the NAFTA echo these themes, the risk 
assessment/risk management duality provides a useful vehicle 
for analysing the new trade disciplines. Thus, both the Uruguay 
Round and the NAFTA texts on sanitary and phytosanitary 
measures specify that domestic regulations must he based on a 
risk assessmcnt,S  Both these texts, as well as the NAF'TA 
technical harriers text (undcr which, as discussed above, it risk 
assessment is optional rather than mandatory). then specify 

53. (i/iiilL/.) 

.Sii(5s1'ini1ri' and i'll/I iiuiai i)!Si cit/on in Atimoininai ii Rr.voittlii.iii o/ 

Si TI/U 1 Paid v f2ul.sowa -. Ri,ii!a0ni f /ite/s in FPd and (7.51/A. 67 

(i/o. L.J. 729 1979). .5/'ecds ions S[icsi:llo! Si., Scii:scu. Risu As.si.isis .ssii 

12s'cRsoNv]I'cTAl. P01.1/S 0111 IS[i)'lS liniiiid NiLiiliflS Envirorinieni Programme 

Eneitsnment and hide Series 19941 {obsiNrviiig il/i/i, because risk is a 

coil] posile concept of objective prahahi I its and subject ice evaluation, a 

distinction between the purely scierit i lie task of risk asseisnierit and the 
ob)eCti ye. huE nut scicilil tic. lTwce' i/I 'Sisk csaluailoil can he inaile 1. 

While ioiite ot the ClillicCi in risk asscssilients Ilvilive irans-scicntific 

dectsiuns. the opiions are usually drawn froill some sciertiilic basis 	e.g.. 

extrapolation trail] animal to human dos mid ... ic N .uiirs.si. Risi.sto it 

Co/sill...... 1501. -550 itD(' -LMENL IN Kiss Assessvcsi (1994 lorthcoiiiing). 

/R/isk lila/la 71/i/I/U ... des(:ribes ihe process ot evaluating 

iIteriiative regulators aeli Ins and 'electing amoeg Oicm, Risk 

rnai]1iiieillc'ilt. which is carried iiiit he reaulaiorv amrnc ic's under 

saran' legislative mandates, is an agency decision-making process 

that emuii Is con siderat ion of poi heal. social, economic, and 

engineering inlornuation will] risk-related information to develop, 

analvie. and compate regulatoR api il/its and 10 .eleei the 

ippropriale regulaiorv response to a potential chronic health hacard. 

The selection process necessarily requires the use ol value 

judgements on such issues as the acceptability of risk and the 

reasonableness 01 the costs or control. 

Na[Ri\.si. Rt:sr sic/I ('iascn . ill/i/O note 62, at tb- 1911  953) (crtiphisis in 

original ). 
11 Sec sE//ii IC St acconipariyirip i]OlCS 17 & 5 I 
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certain elements that musl characteri se the risk assessment 
methodology employed. The Uruguay Round SPS Agreement 
requires "sulficient scientific cv idence.'°  The texts require that 
regulators consider. respectively. "available' 5  or "relevant' 5  
scientific evidence. Both the LrLlgLiay Round and NAFTA texts 
On sanitary and phylosanitarv measures stale that national 
regulatory authorities must take into account international risk 
assessment methodologies. Neither the Uruguay Round nor the 
NAFTA text appears. at least asan explicit matter. to 
accommodate measures that arc not adopted by technically 
expert regulatory authorities, but that instead are enacted directly 
by legislatures or as a result of popular referenda without a formal 
risk assessment. 

In the risk Inanagentent phase, the texts expressly recognise 
the importance ol social value choices. This is somewhat clearer 
in the two NAFTA passages, which expressly identify each 
party's right to cstahlish its own levels ol protec t ion ,L Similarly. 
the Uruguay Round SPS Agreement repeatedly acknowledges 
the significance of no appropriate level of sanitary or 
phytosanitarv protection in excess oHhnt inipi icil in international 
standards. T - In contrast to the scientific piocess of risk 

See 	 U iD\i accoluI)aIi\ INN I1i5iD 55. 0) 5 52. 

t.ru)nIay Round SPS ALimlicEL .~ djll"l noic 10. para. ). 

Id. paiN. 17. 

Y"AFTA. .upio noii2 2. iii. 715. pIT!. ha. 

Se!, e 	. Sale DriiiLin \Viicj lild Ioxj C ii recinent Act ol 1986. 
(A 	I-iIsLji & Sn:j) tiS 252405 	\\ci  tOO2t cit]tei - tioiecd 
Tilalvu di suhnaiioiI level in (nhieii StdtCl N li_li requirec iiiaiilacttrcr. 

to 	arii ciiisuiiicr that a product corilaile. .1 knoN 1 crciiiogcii 	Although 
tbi law va adopted hr poputar reicreduin. ii' implainenial ion reIie Sit 

.cieiitiIic criteria For idcntit\iii poicilila] re rodiictisc and cancer Iii, rh 
and hr drkiTflhiiiii N IicihTr 1lurc Ill/IN!. coiitrihuic to all idDIli!lIahIL' 

rok. 

SAl-TA. W 11P41 note 2. a11 712. psi 	2 (itO, 	ira 2. 
truNule Routid SI'S Aereeiciii .rstprs note 10. Prcauihlc pars. (1. 

pro. ii, 1 4, IS, Id, 20. 21.20 .72.41 & :\ririe B. Sara 2 lIe). 
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assessment. whichis subject to trade disciplines of varying 
degrees of rigour in the Uruguay Round and the NAFTA texts, 
those passages by and large leave the choice of a national level 
of protection----i.e.. the endpoint of the regulatory process 
reflecting social value choices—to each contracting party. But 
both texts specify that the choice of level of protection should 
he responsive to the objective of minimising negative trade 
effects. 

As discussed above, scientific considerations play a relatively 
smaller role in risk management than in risk assessment. 7 ' 

Similarly, although both the new Li ruguay Round and NAFTA 
texts on standards establish trade disciplines governing choice 
of regulatory measLires, the requirements for that stage are not 
as a general matter based on scientific tests. For instance, the 
Uruguay Round SPS agreement specifies that sanitary and 
phvtosanitary measures niust he ''necessary for the protection 
of human. animal. or plant life or health." must he 'applied only 
to the extent necessary to protect human, animal or plant life or 
health." must not ''arbitrarily or uniustifiably discriminate 
between \lembers where identical or similar conditions prevail." 
must not "be applied in a manner which would constitute a 
disguised restriction on iniernalional trade.'' and may not 
hc''more trade restrictive than required to achieve La WT() 
memher'sj appropriate level of protection, taking into account 
technical and economic feasibility.'' 7-  The application of these 
requirements does not address the scientific underpinnings for 

.SF)IIIC 'HtIILI 	that (lit' 	'. Il7' IF] l\ a. IFC,ILISE (1K' HLtIld]LI\ 

hctwci.'ri rL4. 	iind ri'k in i. iDiIlClll H liNt II1IIUICIll. but .I)CIiIIlV 

'7oItlruLt7d. 	S. H7. iLIIII . j 	i'niii. iIIF Fu:u BIi\M I]: 

is Ciii Ai\I.\HI-Iii 12--l.R { Ibibli: ttriaii \\•vnnN, 1--uIahlishio,,  rlu 

Ruhn tfum 	,'ti.i(iHultiIC I-.pui! tEI!IU']]IV, ill a\IIk I 

I\iIEPRI:IITH Suuoui. 0 1111 I. nu 2 	koo.ir Siuut[h & Biiiun WvniiN o1,, 

lOSbi. 

- NC 01/1151 1IuI1U 
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a national regulatory requirement. Instead, these test.s target 
the choice by national regulatory authorities among a variety of 
potential measures, as determined by such factors as the 
following: impacts on international trade, discriminatory effect, 
economic efficiency and technical feasibility, and the 
relationship between the regulatory goal and the measure chosen. 

Overall, a number of general isations can he made concerning 
the Uruguay Round and NAF'TA TBT and SPS texts. First, the 
disciplines in the Uruguay Round TBT Agreement are not based 
on science. Second, while the analogous text in the NAFTA 
does allude to scientific principles concerning risk assessments, 
the performance of risk assessments is optional under that 
agreement. Of the two texts that require mandatory risk 
assessments grounded in science as an express condition of the 
validity of a national regulatorr measure, the Uruguay Round 
and NAFTA SPS texts, 

both express a preference for internationally harnionised 
standards, which are presumpi ively valid if applied by a 
party to the agree menu 

both apply scientific tests to national measures more 
stringent than international standards: however, the 
NAFTA SPS passage is somewhat clearer on the absolute 
right of a party to adopt more stringent measures by 
reference to its chosen level of protection: 

both appear to segment the scientific underpinnines for a 
standard (risk assessment) froin the choice of regulatory 
measure (risk management), with the NAFTA text being 
somewhat clearer in this regard by comparison with the 
Uruguay Round's juxtaposition of "scientific justification" 
and appropriate level of protection: 
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• both require consideration of applicable international risk 
assessment methodologies; 

• only the Uruguay Round Agreement articulates a require-
ment that a national measure be based on "sufficient" 
scientific evidence; 

• both define a level of protection reflecting social value 
judgements as a public policy choice made by each 
individual contracting party, with the NAFTA text some-
what more explicit that the choice of level is to be inde-
pendent of scientific considerations; 

• both require consideration of adverse trade effects in the 
national choice of level of sanitary and phytosanitary 
protection; 

• neither, as a general matter, purports to subject the risk 
management phase of the regulatory process to science-
based disciplines; 

• the NAFTA text, by comparison with the Uruguay Round 
SPS Agreement's definition of "scientific justification," is 
somewhat more explicit in confining the scientific disci-
plines strictly to the risk assessment process and establish-
ing that the choice of level of protection and selection of 
regulatory measures are independent of scientific consid-
erations. 

B. Scientific Uncertainty 
The tasks of both risk assessment and risk management are 
complicated by uncertainty and lack of data that characterise 
much of the scientific basis for regulation. According to a former 
Administrator of the United States Environmental Protection 
Agency: 
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From its earliest days, Ithe United States Environmental 
Protection Agency was often compelled to act under 
conditions of substantial scientific uncertainty. 

[T]he problem of uncertainty was moved from the periphery 
to the center. 

For I some  I substances—and these are the ones that naturally 
figure most prominently in public debate—the data remain 
ambiguous. 

Because science is incomplete, the scientific data set 
underlying any regulation is necessarily incomplete. That, 
however, does not diminish the scientific nature of the inquiry. 
Indeed, the appropriate handling of uncertainties is part of the 
scientific process of risk assessment. 

In response to the challenge of prescribing regulatory 
requirements under conditions of uncertainty, a precautionary 
approach has begun to gain fairly wide acceptance on the 
supranational and international levels. The. 'pre.cautionary 
principle" counsels governmental authorities to err on the 
side of environmental protection in formulating public 
policyin contexts characterised by conditions of scientific 
uncertainty.75  Precautionary approaches can be interpreted as a 

Ruckclshaus, supra note 60, at 19, 25.26 (emphasis in original). 
See general/v Daniel Bodansky, Scu'ntific Uncertainty and the 

Precautionary Principle, ENV'T, Sept, 1991, at 4; James Cameron & Juli 
Abouchar, The Precautionary Principle. A Fundamental Principle of Law 
and Polievfi?r the Protection of the Global Environment, 14 B.C. INT'L & 

COME. L. REV. 1(1991); Lothar Gundling, The Status in international Law of 
the Principle of Precautionary Action, in THE NORTH SEA: PERSPECTIVES ON 

REU1ONAI. ENVIRONMENTAl. COOPERATION 23 (David Frees(one & Ton Ijlstra 
eds., 1990) (special issue of 5 INT'L J. ESTUARINE AND COASTAL LAW); Ellen 
Hey, The Precautionary Concept in Environmental Policy and Law: 
insIitutionali2ing Caution, 4 Gpo. INT'l. ENVTL. L. REV. 303 (1992); Bernard 

(contd.) 
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couriterweichi to. ii not an ouinht ic jection 01. 'wait and see" 
philosophies that eTl)phasise a hiih degree of scientific certainty 
as a precondition to adopting policy responses. 

Various formulations of a precautionary approach can he 
found in such instruments as the Rio Declaration on Environment 
and Developnient: the United Nations climate convention 
adopted in I 992•T  and the Treaty ol Rome 5  as amended by the 
Sinnie European A c i . TT The principle has been elaborated 
withpariicular cleiai I in the Paris Commission and the North 

7(5 	iinl 

AL \V.'iiil r,tuh. soie. S1 (mi C. I 	rieiional i- vosuwaiiIll/ Rcpiilttion. and  

(lii Piim iii((EOflm(TV Pi!ii( ;jilm'. .Si11W7 SfmiiimI(Iim1i and 1 ),'1 ill iog impms 

NY.L;. Evsii.. i_i 177 (1992). 

C. BiTilmin Gru' & David B. Rivliii .Jc.t Sm 

Emmiroiinmmnhml PoIh - i HuuLulO' Pou. s Summer 1991, at 47 article hr 

Counsel to loriiii l_;S President E3umli and /ks'oeiiule General Cu unsel iii 

I..S I)epartriimuiil ol tum'rv i'riipIitiiiTiui imEiClilille LiuieeFlaIiuIV iii i!iihiil 

isiulili inc ilebate 

- Rio DeeIiriiiuiii on 1-inrirouuinefli and Den elopinenl. mile 14. 199 1 ,   

Principle 15. C \ Doe. A/CONF 15 I/S/Rev. I 1992u Em/uuuiu!us/ ui 71 kiM. 

576 1992) [Iii order to protect the eIlViroiillleIli. the precautionary uppuicli 
he ividelvilupheut hN States accordinLl to their capabilities. Wheie there 

ale tireIs it .seuioiui or ui1iTeisihIe dmniaiie. lack mit till 'icii'ittilic eeltai!iiv 

shall not be u,CmI a 	1 IL'asoui IoT po'tpuiuuiiiui eO't -CtluTmEiivE measute 	mu 

prevent cliv rotlmenl ii dcLnOm on.")  

ned Nations 1-tanien out Ciuitention on Clinaite ('hane. Ma 9. 

992_art. 3. puni .3)1 11M. 5l 19021 1I]ie Parties should Ike 

proltary metsilics to IIilieipte, prevent ui nhifllrnife ilk causes Of  

chiiiiiii' cliaiimie nil nhluim,mte Iii uilui's EIlm'ut. Whermi term' ire tlireutv ot 

serious or irreversible dtnu,uae. lick ol ,  lull sejinitlie certai i(T should not he 

used as ii reason br postponing sucll iuleaulres - 

Tretir Estuhlisbiiiui the Furopein Eruutionie ('uuiuiintittils. Mar. 25. 

1957. 295 1 NIS II I Iteteinulter iieuiv ol Ronic I 
Smile Litropeatu Ael, Feb. 17 & 25. I 1)5).  19 Di 1.1 I-S is. (01\t Supp 

(iSo. 2) at 5 19S(3), 25 1L.51 5116(1956) kidding to the Ireaty 01 Rontu' art 

170r. para. 2 specilyina that '[a]etuilu - relitiiiui to tile environhllellt shall he 

based on the PriiieplrI thu prevenlivil actluiil should he taken. 

Scc (unveil on Liii lIe Pie unlion of Marine Pollulloil tionl I nil-

Bused Sources. I-eli. 21. 1974. an. IS- IS 13 1.1.51. 257. 461 (4 (opened for 

siutnture it Pi, .lune -4. 1971u (creil]ite (oIllItuIssLiun I. 
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Sea Conferences. There is, however, no universally agreed 
formulation for the precautionary principle. 5  

Through the central theme of sustainable development, the 
Uruguay Round may well have incorporated the precautionary 
principle into the international trade regime more generally. The 
Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organisation, one of 
the principal products of the Uruguay kound.re!èrs to "optimal 
use of the world's resources in accordance with the objective of 
sustainable devclopment."w  Sustainable development was the 
principal theme of the United Nations Conference on 
Environment and Development—the "Earth Surnmit"—held in 
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil in June 1992. The Rio Dec l arationw 

suggests that the precautionary principle is a component of 
sustainable development. 57  Thus, one can interpret the Uruguay 
Round as endorsing the application of this principle as an element 
of the international trade regime. Indeed, one may even view 
the more specific Uruguay Round and NAFIAtrade disciplines 
on standards, including sanitary and phytosanitary measures, 
as codifying a precautionary approach. Contrary to the treatment 
of many environmentar issues in GATT 1947. the new SPS 
texts explicitly acknowledge each state's right to establish its 
own level of protecti on. w 

See 'ensrallv Tii NORTH Sr.... Basic Lco.ai, Doe L xicsTs ox Rr.GIoNAi. 

ENVIRONMexTAT Co-oi•xvriox David Freestone & Ton Ijistra eds., 199i). 

indeed, in the United Kingdom, a distinction is made between the 
"precautionary principle. sonic lormulations of which might he taken to 
rejecl the validity of scientific analyses, and a 'precautionary approach," 
which is explicitly grounded in science and nsk assessment, 

Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization . supra note 22. 
pmhl. para. I. 

'Supra note 75. 

Sic aupra section I.A. 

5"Sm'c supra text accompanying notes 25 & 49. 
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There is no accepted quantitative methodology that prescribes 
those scientific inferences or regulatory outcomes that are 
appropriate under conditions of incomplete or unavailable 
information Indeed, it is very likely impossible to imagine a 
numerical calculus for anticipating the wholly unexpected or 
predicting the unpredictable. Instead, the realm of scientific 
uncertainty requires the exercise of judgement and discretion, 
both scientific and regulatory. Accordingly. the increasing 
acceptance of precautionary approaches as an international norm 
in international trade agreements and elsewhere strongly 
supports the validity of applying conservative assumptions in 
the absence of empirical data, as in estimating low dose cancer 
risks. 

III. SCIENCE AND THE TRADE DISPUTE 
SETTLEMENT PROCESS 

The quasi-adjudicatory GATT dispute settlement process. as 
modified and codified in the context of the newly established 

Risk a essments consequently may he Iraught with uncertainty: 

\irlually all elements ui risk assessment are clouded with uncerTainty. 
hasicall uI two kinds. First, the various scientific disciplines involved in 
assessing risk are not su!liienily developed either to explain the mechanisms 

hs which particular causes produce particular etrecls or to provide good 
quaiiiiiaiivc cstmlatCs of cause-and-clhcci relalionships. Second. the data 
needed to analyse particular risks aic usually not available. 

Co,eiss-vnnv Fio-i isi, Ri.s, A.ssi:siisiix F .•vso Cosisoc 5 (1985). 
Uncenainlies in a risk assessment, which rttay or may not be explicitly 
identified, can signiticantly affect risk nianaitemciii dcci sioiis: 

The current trend lov aid distinguishing risk assessiricilt Irom risk 

manazemeni has concealed 	problems [01 scientitic uncertainty I and 
exacerbated them. Yet, how they are resolved may itifluenee policy 
choices for the risk inanaiaer. If the manager tails to understand how 
these issues [involving sciciltilie uncertainly I were resolved in a specific 

risk assessment, it Ii iii its his LindcrstLinidiTg of his opt ions At present, 

there is no definitive scientific resolution for [certain] issues. Their 

treatmeilt is properly at the interface of risk assessment and risk 

management an interihec which the artificial segregation of these 

activities makes increasiiiglv difficult to define and analyze. 

S ilhc'rge Id, iiiiiii note 61, at 59 
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World Trade Organisation, applies to standards directed 
atenvironment and public health, including those governed by 
the Uruguay Round SN and TBT agreements. The NAFTA 
dispute settlement process, with certain embellishments set out 
in the following discussion, is patterned in its basic outlines on 
the GATT model. 

Briefly, the GATT's dispute settlement mechanisms first 
encourage contracting parties to the agreement to settle 
differences through consultation and negotiation.' an approach 
that can be expected to result in successful resolution of a 
significant number of disagreements. If that mechanism proves 
fruitless, an aggrieved party may submit a complaint to the GAYT 
Council. which can designate a panel of three independent experts 
appointed in their personal capacities to hear the dispute. In 
practise, panel members are often national officials responsible 
for international trade matters at GATT headquarters in Geneva. 
Panel members may not he representatives of any of the disputing 
parties. After receiving written submissions from both sides and 
from any other GAIT member states whose interests are affected, 
the panel issues a report, which may find that actions of the 
respondent that are inconsistent with the agreement have 
"nullified or impaired" the aggrieved party's GATT rights. 

A. Adjudicating Scientific Controversies 
Adjudication of scientific questions has been the subject of 
considerable controversy and disagreement. It is by no means 
apparent that, as a general matter, the direct application of 
scientific principles in the regulatory process is amenable to full, 
de nero review in an adversarial setting. To the contrary, 
experience strongly suggests that the adjudication by a third party 

GAXF 1947, snpra note I. art. XXII (ennsutiation), Set' g enerallv 
Piesac Prsca'ior ET Al .., HANDROOK or GAfF Disr'tm Si 17LF,NF\1 (1991). 

° See gnera1/v Rosine Plank. Au Uun/fii'ial Dea'i -iplion off/on a GATT 
Pand Worka undDoe% Vol.4 J. tvr'i Ann. Dcc. 1987, at 53. 
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of scientific matters that arise in a regulatory setline, in which 
presumably expert technical authorities have already made 
scientific determinations, should he limited within clearly 
defined parameters that control and circumscribe the scope of 
that review. 

First, scientists often disagree among themselves, especially 
on issues at the cutting edge of regulatory policy that may involve 
considerable scientific uncertainty. Even in the supposedly 
strictly technical process of risk assessment, there may he 
considerable conflict among scientists. 4  Social value choices 
necessarily intrude into the analysis of physical phenomena by 

As a lormer Adrtt ini.strator of the F-hiv ironniental Protect ion Agency has 
riuted 

Science is only orderly titer the tact: in process, and especially at 
the advancing edge of sonic held, it is chaotic and hercely controversial. 
Thus, the expectation built into environmcntal law, that science can 
provide detinitive aitswers to the kinds of questions that policvrnakers 

arc obliged to ask under the tenns of that law, will he disappointed to the 
degree that such answers derive from the forward edge of research. 

Nor can we order a consensus in the areas of greatest interest to 
environmental policy: pollutant exposure and effects. Policyrnakem 
including Inc. base often deplored the tendency of scientific panels to 
engage in i itterInhrl able debate rat her than reach the big rcemenl that was 
clearly indicated on the invitation. Ofiiotrsi' scientists will disagree on 
issues involvittg the advanctng edge of research: that is what they do for 
a living. And even if we could somehow get a group of scientists to 
endorse a consensus position, it would hc. in The first place. only 
tentative and subject to revision with the arrival of new discoveries, and 
in the second place, it may he entirely wrong. 

In Scictice. the illajoritv does not rule, as the history 01 science 
amply demonstrates. 

Ruckeishaus ..iupro note 60. at 24 (emphasis in originad. tndeed. tttesc 
propositions are regarded in some quarters as axiomatic or tautological .Si. 
og.. D.\vrti (rsiisosiiui & Cots Rrt;vi:. Scwsii:Spi - .stusni Powis: 
Reir Es ETPFIRTS is Pncic MAKis: (1986). 

u 	[Sjornc people in the regulated eon:niuniiv believe that the structure 
of risk assessment inherently esageerttes risk, while many 

environmentalists believe thai it will not capture all the risk that ma 
actually cs]st. . 	IT]his disagreentent is not resolvable in the sttort 

fi Ti/thU 
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means of risk assessment methodologies through the selection 
of inferences and assumptions °  Consequently, there is unlikely 
to be a smgle. unique way to analyse even the pine/v scientific 
sigitiflcwte of much empirical data. tm  As a result, in a regulatory 
context science may he least helpful when there is a genuine 
scientific dispute. 

04. onui, 
nin through recomse to ience. N isk cm sessment is neccssarflv 

dependent on choices nitrIc atilong a host of assuorpi cons, and these 

choices will inevitably he mftected by the values of the choosers, 

whether they be scientists. ci'il servants, or pOiitieiiiii. 

Ii at 2 

See SiIPiU note 63 and acconipanviiicr test (diseussing science policy). 

As an example. because the analysis iii those data requires the 

application of certain scicilt i fir cmssumplionc. hvpotheses, and theories, the 
empirical data set underlying the establishment ol a pesticide tolerance does 

not necessarily yield a single regulatory result in the lonir of a residue 

lini itation on toodstalls, bor instance. the followi inc observations have been 
made euneerninme the esiablistinment of inaxinrumn residue limits MRI,$) and 

acceptable daily intakes ADts or pesticides h the CodexAlinientarius 

Coisitnission by comparison tmtth th Il. S. Ens ironnienlal Protect iou 

Accncv's IEPA's) appruacl1 

Even when the same clii t a pack ace is Used, stat a may he interpreted 
dil'ferenits, rescitturirt iii dittereuri scicntd iv opinions on where to set 

MRLs or ADts Sue Ii differences iliac he legitimate, because data used 

to establish an At)t or MRL are otteri based on test results that provide 
estiniates or ranges ol eltects. Ditlerent levels within a certain range 

may. in tact. he similar but they are translated into a proposed starittard 

that is defined as a point estimate. Ow maximum in the case ol an MRt.. 

Another di flereuree in data interpretation is tire consideration 0t 

outliers or extreme values from uesidue test data. I)ill'm,'rences of opirtioii 

exist about w hether or nor outliers sliou Id be incorporated into the settmtig 

of MR I .s or excluimted because of the snial I I dccl ihood they won Id occur 

as a result of pesticide uses. The EPA tends to include outliers to cm 

ci'eater exteilt than the [Cortex]. 

Also, there can be di ft'r'i'cnr'cs of opinion concerning the level 01 the 

salety lcmctor to use in setting ADI s brett cx hen (:odcx and C S. 

reviewers arrive at the same threshold value specutncinct the no observed 

ellects level, a different ADI level can result because ditlei'ent salety 

'actors are employed. 

lciiamx.siirix ci Eimmro S.sFm:[c.smrpnim note 27. at 23 
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In this dynamic setting, the scientific peer review process 
operating in a regulatory context can reduce disagreement, 
identify gaps and holes, and articulate the need for further 
investigation. Scientific peer review is not fundamentally 
adjudicatory, but more "conciliatory," involving a sometimes 
protracted give and take among experts. Significantly. scientific 
peer review does not anticipate the sort of bipolar, "yes or no" 
result contemplated by an adjudicatory process. Instead, peer 
review is responsive to a characterisalion of science as an 
Ongoing search for knowledge against a constantly shifting and 
evolving background that by its very nature is always operating 
at new frontiers. On the other hand, peer review in a regulatory 
setting may also engage disputed, value-laden questions of 
science policy97  and may be unresponsive to the development 
of new scientific methodologies that, while lacking general 
acceptance. may nonetheless be reliable. 

An additional issue arises when decision makers in an 
adjudicatory setting, such as the members of GATT panels, are 
lay persons and not technical experts who are specially trainedin 
the scientific discipline relevant to a particular dispute. Although 
the text of the GATT does not require panels to giveparticular 
weight to conclusions of national authorities, a structure in which 
the members of reviewing panels are generalists may well 
suggest, or even require, an implicit principle of deference to 
governmental decision making processes. Presumably for 
precisely this reason, domestic courts in the GATT countries of 
France. Germany, the United Kingdom. and the United States, 
each of which has a relatively well-developed regulatory 
infrastructure in the areas of environment and public health, 
rarely, if ever, directly scrutinise the fundamental "correctness" 
of the conclusions drawn by technical experts from empirical 

5ee. e.g JAsANorr, .uppa Dole 73, at 61 -3 questioning \allditv of 
c icntific peer re' jew TOCCES 
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measurenients. Rather, those tribunals tend much more to 
supervise the processes or methodologies employed by 
regulatory authorities in reaching scientific conclusions from 
raw data. 0  Even then, there is a well-embedded notion in each 
of these legal systems calling for considerable deference to the 
informed judgement of technical experts to avoid a situation in 
which a tribunal of non-scientists might substitute its own 
judgement for that of scientific professionals Similarly, 
municipal tribunals have been reluctant to second-guess 
regulatory authorities under conditions of scientific uncertaintyY 

5cc RIISALD Bgjcxxiis E.I Ai-,. Cii'. FlOiLilNi, Ciiism.si.s: 1 iic Piirnics 

or Rsaci ATM'. i'. Euxi i.ssi.i TOE Usru:o Srsi'rs 112-i S 1985farguing thai 

t.inilccl States is much more aggressive in judicially reviewing reilators' 

methodology than any other eountry Sii r n, Baltimore Gas & [lee. Co. V. 

\atural Resources Defense Council. 462 US. 87. 1 03 ("a resiewing court 

illust remember that the Lcxpert adniinistratis e agencyl is niakinit predictions, 

within its area 0! expertise, at the lronticr of science. When examining this 

kind of scientific determination, us opposed to siittple findings of I act. a 

reviewing court must generally heal Os most defcreniuii."i A recent case in 

the Ii. S. S tipreme Court appears to urixe greater judicial act iv km in reviewlilg 

the validity of scientific evidence, but nonetheless the Court emphasised that 

The inquiry envisioned I in deterni irting the admissibility 01 expco 

scientific testimony I is. we emupliasiec, a flexible one. Its overarch cf 

subject is the scientific validity--and thus the evideiiU:iry relevance and 

i'eliahilit—of the principles thai underlie a proposed submission. The 

focus, of course, must he solely on principlcs and methodology, not on 

the conclusions (hat they generate. 

Dauheo v. vIerrll Doss Phamiaceuticals. inc. 117 S.Ci. 2786, 2797 11993). 

That case, moreover, diii not involve judicial review it a tcchitieallv expert 

agency's regulatory decision .5cm' 7i'iiermi/IV J.\SANOIT. mtipi'o note 77. at 49- 

57 1 analysing udicial review of science poi icc in t.:nited Stales and noting 

three key elentents: t 	acceptance üf decisions of technicalli expert 

regulatory authorities esen wi the basis of iniperlect knoss ledge or under 

conditions of uncertainty: 1211 iicci'ptiiltCC of dec si ins 0t tcchn ical iv expert 

regulatory authorities as valid even i not universally accepted in the 

.scientiltc continuil liv; and (7) acceptance of the resolution of scientific 

disugree!nents by technically expert regulatcrcautlmoritiesr 

In a semi ml case, for cxaniplc. a leading court in the tniicd States 

opined as follows: 

timipifd. 
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Even when the judges" are scientists, there are considerable 
impediments to the adjudication of scientific fa c t s , 

•Snif1cantly, about 25 years ago a recommendation sufaced 
in the United States calling for the creation of science courts". 
The science court proposal anticipated an adversarial approach 
to resolving disputes concerning scientific questions in the policy 
making process AccordIng1y, contested questions of "se ientifi 
fact" were to be isolated from the larger regulatory process and 
particifiarly from solnl value choices. An adjudicatory tribunal 
composed of independent, objective scientists would resolve 
these quest1ons That proposal is now generally regarded as 
Impracticable precisely because many scientific issues are not 
inherently justicIable" in such an adjudicatory, adversarial 
settlng 

Where s 4tatute k OfeOU110fitify In ntur, the evidenve difficult to cum 
by, uncrtffln or conflicIine buu It Ls on the irontIrM o1 sciontific 

	

knowldC, the 	 iktuon 	Mind to pwtucl the publIc hulth and the  
doelsion that of an csprt udmin trutor W@ will not dcmund rlorouM 

y-tp proof or cniic and ufThct Such proor ron>  he lmponiIbk to 
obinin it thc pru ikoury P0PON9 or the Mtutute 14 to he .rvud, 

iA11yl Corp: V tWA 41 F:d 1 25 (I3C 	I I76) (ii butii), 

011  See. g, Tuk Force of tl1V PFOKidgmt141Adviiiiy Ciroup on 
AritIptild A VHllce in Scicncc and Thchnoloy, 71u rfrro Court 

Interim Rort 193 St 04 (1976), rprftifrd In 4 iMK: 
o Hrittt & Snii I 7 (1) 

n sknipling or the volutninmiM writing on ncictic courts, much of 
1 critivaL see 1011 : Ciwicchi ArNrience Court A flth/Ioropt,y, 4 Ris 

	

ON 11iti1 & 	ir 	171 I 	) 	vcti Itt ilic cotitx1 of carcinitoic 
rik uuemnt, where Melentille n1ethnduloIen are rc1nUly highly 
developed dl4dpf@mont4 ubout Much quentionM HM rittidumetitnl g4 stutistinul 
gtill1l-Ice of empiicnl d9ld nod NuffiviONY of the 	 enlffic evIdence muy 

tiwun that u prtIuIr liiMpute in not AnigiinbIg In adjudication. Set Curl R 
Crnnor S ( : JP;J( Le  rfflffjt t, $jtlelotftoy Pfr 	durti nod MItd SIrtrPoIu 
li'tithmt 4 	ti't IN t1I:NI:iil & A ItY 11 (l9) If Uruguny 
ltiuiid SPS Agreettient tupru note 19, punt ti (npecuying that nunulury and 
pi4OsltuIury tnemwtvq F1iUMI "riOt b muintuined without nufficient 
neientifie ey1donve")4 SitlilInfly. it review of the uctivuIlen or it nelence 
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101. (conkL 

advisory panel on pesticides convened under the auspices ot the L'nited 

Stales Environmental Protection Agency concludes that "[t]he science court 

mode of operation, in short, has severe drawbacks. In practical terms there is 

little or no chance that a science court could definitively settle the issucs in 

eases of intense controversy, and certainly not in a timely fashion." Bsi;cr 

L.R. Svniii. THL Aovissas: SCIFXTISTS IN TIlL Poiicy P10)1555 72 t 1992). 
One of the members of the Presidential task force on the science court, 

see aupra note 100, a self-described agnostic shout the value of an 
institutionalized court' concludes, based on empirical simulations, that 
science courts could be useful in segmenting scientific questions from pohcy 
preferences and in narrowing the range of scientific disagreement. tlltimately, 
however, the central impediment of scientific uncertainty would prevent the 
defitutive resolution of most scientific questions ol'any interest to the 
regulatory process 

ITlhc few scientific claims upon which adversaries continued to disagree 
base always been unresolvable with the present state of knowledge, 
usually because suitable data were lacking. This has always become 
apparent to us during the process, and 1 assume that judges evaluating 
such cases would realize it too. But if science court judges would 
inevitably be confronted by questions that they cannot answer for lack of 
data, so that their reports would predictably read. "not answerable with 
the current state of knowledge," then what function is served by the 
judges? This reasoning leads me to a surposing eonclusion There is no 
rued for a pam') 01 jud/gi's to decide which adversary is correct because, 
most likely, neither adversary will he clearly correct, if I were 
reformulating the science court proposal today. I would leave out the 
judges. making it in effect a mediation process. This ought to satisfy 
critics who fear that the court would become authoritarian. It is enough 
for the advcrsaries,w with the aid of a referee, to work out in clear 
language the relevant scientific points upon which they do and do not 
agree. That, I suggest, would he useful information for policy makers, 
journalists and the interested public. 

Allan Mazur. 'l'hr' Science Court: Ri'rntni.scence and Rrirocpecth'e. 4 Risk: 
lssurs iN HEALTH & SAFETY 161, 165, 16S (1993) (emphasis in original). 
Significantly, this reformulated proposal bears much greater resemblance to 
the scientific peer review process as part of a continuous search for 
knowledge that is constantly changing than to an adjudicatory, adversarial 
process. See also Sheila Jasanoff, Procedural Choices in Regulatory Science, 
4 Rms: IssuEs is HEALTH & SAFETY 143 (1993) (arguing that approach similar 
to science court proposal would he less useful than procedures more sensitive 
to the dislinctive characteristics of regulalory science). 
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In an environmental or public health context, the adjudication 
of "scientific facts" may he particularly difficult precisely 
because of the difficulty, if not impossibility, of demonstrating 
that an environmental contaminant or pollutant is safe or has no 
effect from a scientific point of view.' -  In such a situation, the 
allocation of burden of proof alone may be dispositive of the 
result. Another significant drawback to the science court 
approach in a regulatory setting is the possibility or, indeed, 
inevitability that resollLtion of scientific disputes with public 
policy implications will involve not only purely scientific 
questions, but also science policy judgements. 

B. Science in Trade Agreements Prior to the 

Uruguay Round and the NAFTA 
Presumably because it contains no reference to science. GATT 
1947 embodies no express requirement for deference to the 
determinations of scientific experts. One very important dispute 
which was the subject of a 199 panel reporte4  applying cJATT 
principles under the-Canadian bilateral free trade agreemenL' 
suggests the extent to which panels may substitute their own 
judgement for that of scientific experts. This panel report is 
noteworthy for: its intrusive review of the exercise of expert 
scieruific judgernent by national regulatory authorities; its lack 
of deference to science-based decisions of technically-oriented 
policy makers: its willingness to substitute the panel's own 
judgernenl for the numerical determinattons of governmental 

IL- si s i o ,; hFi0i SF.Y1[NG flOtU 63. 

See DEIia note 01 and accenipanvine text tdisuussing science polievi. 

In the M ie cr of Canada Landing Req tiirerncrl I for Pacific C east 
Salmon and herring. Panel No. CDA-59-1 07-01 (Oct. 16. 1989) ILF1XIS. 
Intlaw library. LSCF1\ fuel 1hcrcimitler CLSHA Salmon and Herring 
Panel Report I. 

.s 	RUING note 4 and aecoriipamiv IllS ICXI. 
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experts based on the panel's own reading of scientific texts and 
its relatively limited appreciation o the significance ifi scientific 
uncertainty in the rceulatorv process, which leads to an 
adjudicatory review that is exactly contrary to that prescribed 
by precautionarY approaches. 

An earlier dispue settlement panel proceeding in the GATT 
had determined that Canada's requirement that all salmon and 
herring caught in Canadian waters be processed in Canada was 
inconsistent with the GAiT '''The United States then challenged 
new Canadian regulations requiring that all commercial harvests 
ot roe herring and five species of salmon caught commercially 
in Canadian waters, md uding that intended for export From 
Canada. be oIl-loaded or ''landed" in Canadian territory. The 
panel Concluded that the eflect of the ''landing" requirement 
constituted an impermissihie export restriction contrary to article 
Xl OIGATT 1947,17 

The panel then considcrcd the avai lability of GATT 1947's 
exception in article XXtg ) for measures "relating to the 
conservation of exhaustible natural resources," incorporated by 
reference into the bilateral instrument. ''' s  The hinalional 
pancl.referring to GATT urisprudence, concluded that a 
measureni ust he primarily aimed at conservation to qualify for 

('aiied.t \ -easurcs ;\! let ic Fxpurts of Unproco,wd He -nec and 
Salmon ..Vttpt,t note II 	Ihis repute asititesseil a cltallciige by the lJruied 
States lii a pies 101.11 ban on the es.pori 11 hrni ig and saltnoii tori Canada. 
The GAIt intlel coiieltide&j that this processing iii Can,ttla teLliiirCljlenL was 

In esplirt reslriet,tnn in conttavcttti0i1 ilantis-li' XI oIGA1i 1947. Wii nut 
P°Y tinted at coliservation. tiel tli,'netoie was Jilt tistihed h 	nude 

XXtg,. Sic in/Jilt text accolllpallv!ne llolos S-I 2. Alter adoption ha the 

GA't'T C aerteil 01 this repirt, (stiitcl,i renttos-ed the export liii and replaced 1 

wilh the landing' reqtircmeili, wInch was designed in aehii'vc similar 

eonlse rv at on arid tnanitdenllcn I goal s aid wits 	h seq iien iii V cli i I enged ha 	the 
tinted Stttc tinder the auspices ut the bilateral :Lgre'dnttdlll. 

Ct..SHA Salinnon and Herring Panel Report. inpni rotc 104. paru. 
6.1 	Article Xl 01 GA[I 1947 ix incorporated by reteretice in C'LSITA 	art. 
41)7. 

Cl SF1.5  ..ntpra note 4b. lii 1201 
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this exemption.' In applying this test, the panel suggested that 
relatively little deference shctLLld he given to national 
determinations regardnig the desirability or utility of a particular 
measure. Instead, the panel staled that it 

must examine the objective factors that go into a decision 
to adopt such a measure, including the conservation 
benefits that the measure itself would produce and whether 
there is a genuine conservation reason for choosing the 
actual IT)tasUre in qLtestion as opposed to others that might 
accomplish the same objective. 

Among other things. the United States challenged Canada's 
asserted need to "land" lOU percent of commercially-taken 
herring and salmon, i nd odin g all catches i n tended for 
exportation fR)m Canada, as a regulatory vehicle for assuring 
high-quality biological data concerning harvests and stocks of 
those species. The panel reviewed authorities on statistics and 
determined ''on the basis of logical analysts - ` and with the aid 

.Spi sup/a f lote 11 arid acetttipaiiy In g  lest 

CL'SVIA Salmon arid Herring Paiiel Repon qjp1cl riuHe 104. para. 
7.05 Similarly the panel interred an unstated, implied test under article 

XX( it) that turns on the hitisinca' of costs and hneIiLs of the challenged 

measUre. ak nit into account the rcgu ablY bu delis lii toreign eunimeicial 

iliterests. Thc desirability or liii] ('p01 a diSputed r,,tiorlal regulatory 

requirement. according to Ille report. Is then siihjitct II) rc-esiIuiitioii by 

ITiuniels based on this cost hcnciit criterion. Consequently. the panel must 

uk'tutrnt inc whether [lie mOuvelliment svou Id have bceii prepared to adopt that 

measure if its oss It natioIiu!s had to Tear the actual casts 1)1 the nir'asure.' Id. 

paras. 7.09-. 10. this aspLtct of the pimttel s decision has been criticismd as an 

'idealistic but dubious proposition attd a mode 01 analysis so inherently 

subjective Illm it livs ens ironunciTtaf regulations vulneri tile io a broad 

areas ol eliallcttgcs. 	Stursur (l'h,inositi_ hp/mu5 thE Luot/oii//liitliu/ 

/e/Icpaoum.s in ( W -1 loii o'c XX. 5 J. Wotir o is •sor 77. 50-5 Ii 19911 

CI Sl-'Ti\ Salmon and Herring Panel Report. wijra note 104. para. 

7.7. 
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of texts on the science of fisheries that 'reliahle sampling data 

can be obtained without requiring access to 100% of the catch." °  

Acknowledging that scientibc uncerlainty would increase as 

sample SILC decrcasecl °  and that "the choice of a particular 

percentage figure would he to a certain extent arbitrary,` ' the 

panel nonetheless observed that 'it is never easy to justify 

imposing tangible burdens for the purpose ot avoiding uncertain 

risks." 

Consequently. the panel concluded that sampling ofno more 

than 80 to 90 percent of the total catch woLi]d be necessary to 

achieve the conservation purposes of the landing requirement.1 ' 

Therefore, 'Canada's insistence on the necessity of access to 

100 1/c of the catch was not stipportahle. °  Although the panel 

may have been correct that Canada S 'landing" requirement was 

protectionist in both intent and effect, the report's stated 

reasoning places heavy emphasis on the panel's own 

11 Jd pmt 7.20. 

kL para. 7.22. Accord ints to the panel report 

Canada placed con ciderable cmpliasis on t he need tor strati lication ol 

sampl i ng 	the practice oL sometirlies dividing the POPUlations to he 
sampled into steal Icr sit h-pupulat,ons aceordinte to characteristics such as 
th (hilL's Ii illCd. the gear iiscd, Slid lltL' sub-area cc ittn iii which the lisbery 
took p lace With certil in c a cli popU 1st loll 5 he i nit divided into smatter 
sub-populations. there would he a greater chance that unlanded exports 
might be coneeturated in a particular sub-population, with the result that 
tim size ol the export share coeld nse to a point where it was too large to 

omit FTom sampling tt! tegethe r. 

Id 

hi. pars. 7.34. 

mid para. 7.37. 

id. pants. 7.34 & 7.40. Moreover, averred the ptitel, a consideration 
ol the costs and hetlet its to bolh Canadian and t. .S. nationals dentoitstrtted 
that ''the eonserc-atioll belle lits and other ;tdvamii ages that wiiit Id haVe been 
der,ved from a landing rL'qui retilent app1 ieahk' to I 0017 el the salmon and 
herring catch would not have jun i tied ils iRIOP11011 as a cotlscrvationt 
meacune. Id Nra. 775 Sec Oi1O [mote 1 ttI 

imL pars. 7.21 
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second-guessing of the "correctness" 01 the judgement of expert 
Canadian regulatory authorities an approach that may have 
unfortunate implications in future disputes concerning the 
scientific validity of national regulatory measures when 
challenged by reference to the newly-established trade 
disciplines in the Uruguay Round and NAFTA SPS texts. 

Other trade dispute settlement panels have been less intrusive 
and more deferential to national scientilic determinations. In 
another recent decision. 1  ' T also under the auspices of the Canada-
U.S. bilateral agreement. Canada challenged a prohibition by 
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, a sub-national entity in the 
United States, on importation of ultra-high temperature (UI-IT) 
milk from the Canadian province of Québec. UI-IT mi]k is 
produced by treating fluid milk to a high temperature for a 
specified period of time, such as 138 C for at least two seconds. 
After cooling to room temperature and aseptic packaging in 
hermetically sealed containers, the shelf life of properly 
processed and handled IJHT milk is between six and twelve 
months at room temperature. 1  

This dispute centered on the question of whether Québec's 
technical standards for processing UIIT milk were equivalent 
to those of Puerto Rico. The panel emphasised that 

standard-setting is a significant prerogative of States. The 
issues posed by standards are all the more important as the 
public becomes aware of the need to protect public health 
through wise standards, governing products and production 
processes. It is also clear to the Panel that standards have an 
effect upon imported goods which cannot he ignored. in a 

In the Matter of Puerto Ft leo RcguI on the Import. Di tuihution 

and Sale of 0.1 M Milk from Quhec. Panel No. USA-9-tS07-01 IJune 3. 

19931101) tile with authort. 

h/, paiD. 31. 
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global economy and afortiori in the special context of the 
Canada-U.S. Free Trade Agreement, cooperation and 
mutual consideration must be present if the imperatives of 
free trade are to be reconciled with the imperatives of 
public health.' 2  

The panel characterised the U.S. standards governing the 
processing of UHT milk to assure the safety of that product as a 
domestic measure and not a quantitative restriction. 12  
Abstaining from any determination with respect to national 
treatment, the panel noted that 

the starting point of any analysis must be the principles of 
non-protection and sovereignty which lie at the heart of 
Article III [of GAIT 1947, incorporated by reference into 
the CUSFT'AI. In the view of the Panel, Article III affords 
broad discretion in the setting of health standards applica- 
ble to imported products. The only qualification on the 
sovereign right of States to impose such standards upon 
imported products is that these standards must apply 
equally to domestic and to imported products and, sec-
ondly, that they should not he applied in a manner calcu-
lated to afford protection to domestic production. 122  

Based on this high degree of deference to national regulatory 
choices, the panel declined to conclude that the United States 
regulation violated the bilateral agreement.' 3  At issue in this 

120 1d. para. 5.2. 
21  Id. paras. 5.7-.8. 

22 !d. para. 5.14. 
22  The panel did, however, find a "non-violation" nullification of 

Canada's reasonable expectation that UI-IT milk, which had previously been 

imported from Canada, would not be excluded from the U.S. market pending 
the outcome of ongoing bilateral discussions concerning the extent to which 
Canadian UHT milk met the Puerto Rican standard. Id. paras. 5.52-63. 
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case, however, was an equivalence deterniination, not the validity 
of Puerto Rico's underlying regulatory requirements. 
Consequently, this precedent may be of limited applicability in 
a case involving a direct challenge to the scientific legitimacy 
of a national standard. 

Other disputes that raise seientific questions have been 
resolved on nonscientific grounds. Under the auspices of GAIT. 
the United States challenged a ban by Thailand on the 
importation of foreign cigarettes which, unlike the Canadian 
landing requirement, was discriminatory not just in effect, but 
also on its face. The disputing parties agreed that cigarette 
smoking constitutes a serious risk to human health. Thailand, 
however, argued that the distinction between foreign and 
domestic cigarettes was justified by article XX(b) of GAIT 1947, 
in part by the disparate health impact of imported and 
domestically manufactured products. The GATT panel rejected 
this argument, reasoning that all cigarettes, whatever their origin, 
presented a serious health risk and that Thailand's public health 
goals could consequently be accomplished in non-discriminatory 
fashion. Consequemly, the panel did not directly adjudicate the 
scientific question whether American cigarettes did or did not 
present a greater risk to snickers than those manufactured in 
Thailand, 24  

This case is of interest as apparently the only GATT dispute 
settlement panel proceeding in which the opinion of a neutral 
outside expert was sought. Thailand requested the panel to 
consult with competent internationa] organisations on technical 
aspects of the case, a request in which the complainant, the 
United States, acquiesced. 2  The panel then requested the World 

Thailals.L—•--ReEirictions on lniportaoon ol and tnternal Taxes on 
C igarel teE. T47IO Dole 10. 

n ,, para. . 
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Health Organisation (WHO) to present an expert report on 
those issues. The report prepared by the WHO addressed health 
effects from smoking, the increase in smoking in developing 
countries, the differences between American and Thai cigarettes 
and their patterns of consumption in Thailand, the effects of 
opening closed cigarette markets in other countries in Latin 
America and Asia, and public policy strategies to reduce or deter 
smo ki ng , 12 R Although the United States disagreed with some of 
the conclusions of the WHO report, neither party appears to 
have challenged the expertise or objectivity of its preparers. 
The panel noted that "smoking constituteLsi a serious risk to 
human health" and therefore falls within the scope of article 
XX(b). °T Although the panel's decision did not ultiniately turn 
on the technical questions presented in the WHO's report, that 
information shaped the panels analysis of how Thailand might 
control the demand and supply of cigarettes in a manner 
consistent with its obligations under the 121  

The case law in the European Union is noteworthy precisely 
because it does not address the role of scientific evidence, but 
instead concentrates on a hierarchy of policy priorities and the 
validity of the motivation behind the environmental measures 
through such doctrines as "proportionality". In a case 
challenging Denmark's mandatory recycling programme for beer 
and soft drink containers, the Court of Justice of the European 
Communities concluded without elaboration that the Danish 
scheme was "an essential element of a system aiming to secure 
the re-use of containers and therefore appears to be necessary 
to attain the Fenvironrnenlall objectives of the disputed 
regulations." 

' Id. para. 51 -57. 

I-,  Id, paru. 73, 

'IJ. paras. 7_50. 

' EEC CommissLon v. Denmark. 1988   E. Comm. Ct. J, Rep. 4607. 1 
Comm. Mkt. L.R. 619.631,2 Common \lkt. Rep. CCH) 1671 (199). 
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To facilitate the recycling programme. the Danish 
government required that beer and soft drinks be marketed in 
one of not more than thirty containers approved by Danish 
authorities. To accommodate foreign manufacturers, the Danish 
scheme also permitted the sale of beer and soft drinks in 
recyclable but unapproved containers. Because 
unapprovedcontainers added to the complexity of the 
government established programme, producers utilising 
unapproved containers were required to set up their own 
recycling system and the total amount of beverages that could 
be marketed in unapproved containers was subject to a limitation 
of 3,000 hectolitres per year. In considering a challenge to this 
numerical restriction the Court of Justice then held, similarly 
without embellishment, that this limit was disproportionate with 
the environmental objecuve and therefore inconsistent with the 
Treaty of Rome .1Y0 

A recent case raised the question whethera local municipality 
within Belgium, another member state of the European Union, 
could restrict the disposal of waste originating from other regions 
of Belgium or from other EU member states. The Court of 
Justice concluded that waste was an article in commerce 
governed by the Treaty of Rome. Without examining the Belgian 
assertion of "a genuine threat to the environment" in detail, the 
Court found that the relationship between the challenged 
requirenlents and "the protection of the environment must be 
regarded as wcll-foundcd." Moreover, the measures in question 
were held not to be discriminatory because 

Itihe principle that environmental damage should as a 
priority be rectified at sourcea principle laid down by 

I ('offim. Mkt, L.R. at 	(1989). 

EC CummisYion v. Belgium (CaYD C-2/90), I Comm. Mkt, LR. 265 
t1993. 
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Article I 30r(2) I of the Treaty of Rome I for action by the 
Community relating to the environnienU—means that it is 
for each recion, commune or other local entity to take 
appropriate measures to receive, process and dispose of its 
own waste. Consequently. waste should he disposed of as 
close as possible to the place where it is produced in order 
to keep the transport of waste to the minimum practica-
ble.' 

While it is difficult to draw any definitive conclusions from 
this small number of cases, it is nonetheless possible to make 
several admittedly speculative observations. Disputes that 
involve scientific questions, including all those discussed above, 
are also likely to raise non-scientific trade policy questions. In 
some instances, like the Danish bottles and Belgian waste cases 
in the European Court of Justicc and the Thai cigarette dispute 
in the GATT, depending on the rule of decision employed, the 
resolution of scientific questions may not he necessary because 
the case is controlled by oilier principles, such as proportionality, 
non-discrimination, or the precedence given to the powers of 
subnational governmental units. 

Other cases, such as Canada's "landing" requirement for 
unprocessed salmon and herring, may invite or require resolution 
of scientific controversies by a third party, such as a trade 
agreement dispute settlement panel. With the emphasis on 
explicit science-based trade disciplines in the Uruguay Round 
and NAFTA SPS texts, the number of disputes that fall in this 
category can be expected to increase. Neither these passages 
nor the text of GATT 1947 explicitly address the question of 
"scope of review," or the appropriate level of deference to 

hi Como Fort Gratiot San itarv Landli II. Inc. v.Michigan Department 
of Natural Reource, 112 S. CL 2019 (1992): Chemical Wane Management, 
Inc. v. Huni, 112 S Ct. 2009 (1992): Philadelphia v, Nw Jerscv, 437 U.S. 
617 1978). 
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scientific determinations by national authorities. Moreover, 
those panel reports that implicitly address this question, 
principally those for the "landing" and UHT milk disputes 
decided under the Canada-U.S. bilateral agreement, tend to 
suggest conflicting answers. Taken together, these two cases 
may suggest a predisposition to greater deference in the context 
of regulations designed to protect public health, such as those 
at issue in the UHT milk dispute, than in situations involving 
preservation of the environment or natural resources, as in the 
case concerning unprocessed salmon and herring. Because of 
the lack of existing authority and the detailed new disciplines 
set out in the recently adopted texts, an analysis of both national 
practise with respect to science in the regulatory process and 
the context in which the new science-based tests were adopted 
is helpful and perhaps, indeed, necessary. 

Deference to national regulatory judgements might under 
some circumstances be a "two-edged" sword, in that the 
decisions of national technical authorities might be insufficiently 
precautionary as well as excessively stringent.'- 3  However, given 
the "negative" structure of the current GATT trade disciplines, 
at least in the area of environment and public health, the trade 
agreement dispute settlement process can address only the latter 
and not the former. Because trade agreements as currently 
structured contain no minimum standards, panels may conclude 
that an excessively strict national standard violates international 
obligations, but they have no power to compel a government to 
strengthen measures that are unduly lax.' 34  

'C/. Chevron, U.S.A. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 467 US, 
837 1984) U.S. Supreme Court opinion requiring courts to defer to 
administrative agency's reasonable interpretation of statutory standard), 

8w .f Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 
Rights, Including Trade in Counteticit Goods, Uruguay Round Final Act, 
supra note 1. at Il-AIC, arts. 12 & 33. reprinted in 33 I.L.M. 33(1994) 
Irequiring minimum 50-year copyright protection and minimum 20-year 
patent protection, respectively). 
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C. Dispute Settlement in the Uruguay Round and 

the NAFTA 

The emphasis on the integrity of the strictly scientific 
components of the regulatory process in the Uruguay Round 
and the NAFTA trade disciplines governing public health 
standards means that dispute settlement panels established under 
either agreement may be called upon to evaluate the validity of 
scientific analyses underlying national measures to protect public 
health. Collecting relevant factual and scientific information 
may be difficult for trade agreement dispute settlement panels, 
which have limited fact finding capability and no subpoena 
power. 115  

Presumably for this reason, revised dispute settlement 
procedures adopted as part of the establishment of the new World 
Trade Organisation specify that "w]ith respect to a factual issue 
concerning a scientific or other technical matter raised by a party 
to a dispute, a panel may request an advisory report in writing 
from an expert review group."' An expert review group" is 
established by the panel, presumably on an ad hoc basis, and 
reports to the panel. Members of the expert review group are 
independent personalities appointed in their individual capacities 
and may not include either government officials of the parties 
to the dispute or nationals of the disputing states, except with 
the concurrence of the parties. Expert review groups may seek 
advice from "any source they deem appropriate". An expert 
review group prepares a draft report, which is to be made 
available to the parties to the dispute for comment, and a final 
version, which is transmitted to the panel and 'shall be advisory 
only". The relevant text does not specify the number of members 
that may comprise expert review groups, which apparently may 

I  5e genera//v Plank, supra note 92. 
I I Undernanding on Rules and Procedures Governing the Seulement of  

Dkputcs, para. 112 (1993). 33 l.L.M 114 (1994). 
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vary in size as appropriate for particular disputes) 7  
The Uruguay Round TBT Agreement establishes a very 

similar process, presumably an embeHishment of a precursor in 
the earlier Tokyo Round Standards Code.' in which the 
analogous institution is known as a "technical expert group." 149  
However, these technical expert groups may he established not 
only on the initiative of the panel itself, but also at the request 
of any party to a dispute, an option which is not expressly stated 
for expert review groups under other portions of the Uruguay 
Round.' 1° The NAFTA contains a comparable provision under 
which dispute settlement panels can request a written report from 
a 'scientific review board" established either by the dispute 
settlement panel itself or at the urging of a disputing party. 14 ' 

Id. App. 4. 
a .S'ee TUJTT(! note 17 techtiical cxpert groups in Standards Code). No 

technical expert group has ever been established pursuant to the Tokyo 
Round Standards Code. Although the United States requested the 
establishment of a technical expert group in connection with the beet 
hormone dispute with the European Union, such a group was never 
convened. Si's Froman .supra note 23. at 550: F-{alpern ,.supra note 23, at 
142-43. 

a Uruguay Round TBT Agreement, supru note 20, an. 14 & Annex 2 
(estahl i siting technical expert groups). 

But cl text accompanying 4I!FO Tote 125 (parties to dispute 
coticeming restrtctions on importation of and internal taxes on cigarettes 
agreed to expert submission by World llcalth Organisation). 

The NAFTA provides in article 2015 as 

Scientific Review Boards 

I. On request of a disputing Party or, unless the disputing Parties 
disapprove, on its own initiative, the panel may request a written report of a 
scientific review board on any factual issue concerning environmental, 
health, safety or other scientific matters raised by a disputing Party in a 
proceeding, subject to such terms and conditions as such Partws may agree. 

2. The hoard shall be selected by the panel from among highly 
qualified, independent experts in scientific matters, alter consultations with 
the disputing Parties and the scientific bodies set out in the Model Rules of 
Procedure established pursuant to Article 2012(1 

(eontd,) 
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A number of singular issues arise from the likelihood, given 
the structure of the new trade disciplines in the Uruguay Round 
and the NAFTA texts on standards, that the quasi-adjudicatory 
dispute settlement panels will be obliged to review the scientific 
foundation for national regulatory measures. The four texts 
expressly address none of the following three central questions: 

• To what extent, if at all, must panels defer to expert 
scientific judgement underlying a national standard, 
especially if that judgement reflects minority or 
controversial views within the scientific comrnun ity ! lac 

• To what extent, if at all, must panels defer to expert scientific 
judgernent underlying a national standard when that 
judgement is exercised under conditions of scientific 
uncertainty?' 4  

141 lionldJ 

The parti ipating Parties shall be provided: 

(a) 	advance notice of. and an opportunity to provide comments 
to the panel on, the proposed factual irsties to he referred to 
the board; and 

hi 	a copy of the board's report and an opportunity to provide 
comments On the report to the panel, 

The panel shall take the hoard's report and ans conhtnents by the 
Parties on the report into acCOUtit in the preparation of its repor. 

NAVI'A.supra note 2. art. 2015 

°'- 5cr'. '... John H. Jackson, 9o'ld Tear/c Rules aSrl Eniosrnnrr'pitril 

Polo 'icr: Conrucsc'r' or Con/Pit?. in 1x.sot; .550 Till: Esv sex 51551: 

Ecxesiic,,-vrr Pocic 219. 234 (Durwood Zaclkc eta!, eds,. 1993) "the 
'scope of review' of international (iAT"flI World Trade Organtsationl panels 
over national government regulatory decisions concerning environment needs 
to be helter defined"). Sri supi'a text accompanying note 35 & nole 51 
(definitions of "scientific justification'' in Uruguay Round SPS Agicement 
and "scientific basis" in NAFTA SPS Cxl). 

' c: supra taxI accompanying holes 40 & 53i Uruguay Round and 
NAFTA provisions stating that sanitary and phytosanitars measures may he 
adopted on provisional basis tinder conditions of uncerainly). 
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How should dispute settlement panels treat and structure 
requests for expert scientific advice in addressing issues 
raised by the previou.s two questions? 

D. Interpreting Science-Based Trade Disciplines 

in the Dispute Settlement Process 
Like the original GATT. the Uruguay Round and the NAFTA 
texts on standards contain no express instruction that dispute 
settlement panels must accord scientific determination by 
national regulatory authorities some measure of deference. Such 
a conclusion, however, is virtualty inescapable. First, as 
discussed in section llI.A above, allowing panels composed of 
lay persons to substitute their judgement for that of technical 
experts would tend to contradict policy and practise by municipal 
tribunals at the national level, where courts have been hesitant 
to secondguess the resolution of questions of scientific "fact" 
by technically expert regulatory authorities. 

Second, to the extent that there is any evidence, the 
negotiating and drafting histories of the Uruguay Round and 
the NAF'TA demonstrate a progressive relaxation in the rigour 
of the scientific tests. With respect to the Uruguay Round SPS 
Agreement, the interim 199 1 Dunkel Draft acknowledged that 
measures more stringent than international standards were 
permissible, but subjected them to what might have been 
interpreted as a rigid cause-andeffect relationship ofscientific 
justification." Although that term is retained in the final text, 
a clarifying footnote establishes that it is for individual 
governments to make a determination of scientific lustification 
on the basis of an examination and evaluation of available 
scientific information. 

There is reason to believe that changes in the NAFTA text 
on sanitary and phytosanitary measures during the negotiation 

1 SITU .LI5DG( note 4and acconipaiiyhig CXL. 

LU  See oipra text ElecoInpallying note 3 5.  
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process were even more significant. A document dated February 
20, 1992, which purports to be an interini negotiating draft of 
the NAFTA, was leaked to the press at the end of March of that 
year. The authenticity of this document has not been 
confirmed.' In any event, the Leaked draft sets out a test of 
"scientific justification" similar to that in the December 199 
Dunkel Draft for those sanitary and phytosanitary measures 
which are more stringent than international standards. This 
requirement has been eliminated altogether in the final version 
of the NAFTA text. By comparison with the unofficial, leaked 
interim text, the final text much more explicitly confirms each 
party's right to establish its appropriate level of protection 
without regard to scientific constraints. Similarly, the final text 
on technical barriers was apparently modified by deleting a 
requirement that standards-related measures be the least 
restrictive to trade or no more trade restrictive than necessary. 

The United States has given the following official 
interpretation of the role of science in the NAFTA SPS 
disciplines: 

under the NAFTA, the requirement that measures he based 
on "scientific principles' and not be maintained "where 
there is no longer a scientific basis" do not involve a 
situation where a dispute settlement panel may substitute 
its scientific judgement for that of the government main-
taining the sanitary or phytosanitary measure. The ques-
tion under the NAFTA in this regard is whether the 
government maintaining the sanitary or 
phytosanitarymeasure has "a scientific basis" for the 

(OIZfl Groups Sue Leaked N4FL4 Drafi l4 	L•ou/d dernwu L.S. 
Standards, Int'l Trade Daily (RNA), Mar, 26. 992 )quotiog Linited States 
Government official as saying she "had no way Of saying whether the draft 
document is authentic'). 
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measure. "Scientific basis" is defined as "o reason based 
on data or information derived using scientific methods." 

The question is also not whether the measure was 
based on the best" science or the "preponderance" of 
science or whether there was conflicting science. The 
question is only whether the government maintaining the 
measure has a scientific basis for it. This is because [the 
NAFFA sanitary and phytosanitary text] is based on a 
recognition that there is seldom, if ever, scientific certainty 
and consequently any scientific determination may require 
a judgement among differing scientific opinions. The 
NAFTA preserves the ability of got'erarnents to continue 
to make those judgements.' 47  

Although this is a unilateral interpretation subsequent to the 
conclusion of the NAFTA negotiations, it does stand for the 
very general proposition that the NAFTA, and by implication 
the analogous passages in the Uruguay Round, contain an 
implicit notion of deference to national scientific determinations. 

If some def'erence is necessary to national scientific 
determinations, what can be said about the nijniinum level of 
scientific rationality that will suffice to support a national 
measure? The best conclusion is that these tests are the scientific 
analogue of a procedural, not a substantive, test.' 1  Although 

Statement of Adoitnisirative Action. Noilh American Free 'trade 

Agreement Implementation Act .5 spra note 46. ch. 7. § B(AXS){c), at 42 
(emphasis in original) See also Letter horn Michael Kantor, Idniicd Staics 
Trade Representative, to John Adams, Escutivc Director, Natural Resources 

Defence Council Sept. 13, 1993), repritacd in iNSIDE U.S. Tese, Sept. 17, 

1993, at 5-6 came) See alio Ui-nc I: OF TIRE Usiii-.0 Si.0 ES TRADE 

REPRES:NT.-SFIVE, RETORT ON U.S. pool) Sspeiy AND THE Lsiuy RouND: 

PRO1LCTI'n, Co'isls.IERS AND Psocictoso U.S. EXFSNE[S (June 1994) (analysing 

Uruguay Round SPS Agreement disciplines). 
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there may he weaknesses in peer review as a vehicle for 
validating the "correctness" of a scientific determination,' 49  that 
process should he adequate for assessing whether the inquiry 
that preceded a particular conclusion has been minimally 
"scientific". Accordingly, any domestic scientific determination 
that has withstood scientific peer review should categorically 
be presumed to satisfy the science-based disciplines in either 
the Uruguay Round or the NAFTA. 

The absence of approval through a peer review process, 
however, ought not to be dispositive. As discussed above, 
regulatory authorities must often operate at the frontiers of 
scientific knowledge in advance of general acceptance and in 
the face of disputes over science policy choices. For those 
regulatory nleasures whose scientific support does not satisfy a 
peer review test, a panel might consider the following questions 
in determining whether a challenged measure qualifies as 

minimally scientific": 

Was the adoption of the measure preceded by an attempt to 
gather empirical data? 

Are the data characterised by any indicia of reliability 
e.g.. reproducibility? 

• Do the principles underlying the attempts to gather empirical 
data, as through toxicological tests, enjoy any following in 
the scientific community? 

• Are numerical conclusions, such as risk probabilities, based 
on calculations from empirical data? 

• Are the assumptions made in performing the risk assessment 
disclosed? 

See. e ,.. Dauhert 	itote 98. 113 S. Ci. at 2797. 
H,S ee  .iipra text accenipaflyLne note 97. 
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• To assure consistency, is there evidence of the application 
of objective principles that might govern a class of similar 
cases? For example, was the risk assessment performed 
using assumptions or inference guidelines that have been 
published or that have been utilised in other cases? 

• Are the scientific conclusions as to effects sufficiently 
specific to permit the adoption of a minimally coherent 
regulatory standard? For example, if the concern is for birth 
defects, is there a finding of teratogenicity? 

In distinguishing investigations of physical or natural phenomena 
characteristic of the scientific method from other modes of 
analysis, it is not necessary that each of these tests be satisfied. 
Rather, using guidelines such as these, a panel should make a 
determination based on the specific context of a particular 
challenged measure and the totality of the circumstances as to 
whether the measure is accompanied by an analysis that can be 
objectively identified by the attribute "scientific". 

The Uruguay Round and the NAFTA texts on sanitary and 
phytosanitary measures both require that a national measure be 
"based on a risk assessment". As discussed in section 11.A above. 
establishing regulatory requirements after completion of a risk 
assessment is characteristic of risk management. Although the 
risk management function can be and is subject to additional 
trade disciplines, those criteria are not grounded in scicnce. 
Accordingly, this requirement ought to be satisfied if the 
respondent government can point to a risk assessment—which, 
under both agreements, apparently need not be a quantitative 
risk assessment—that meets the tests set out above and that was 
prepared before, or contemporaneously with, the adoption of 

the measure. 

See SUFC text accompanying note 3. 
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The Uruguay Round SPS Agreement's requirement that a 
measure not be "maintained without sufficient scientific 
evidence" is somewhat troubling. The use of the word 
"sufficient," which does not appear in the corresponding passage 
in the NAFTA, might be taken to authorise panels to review the 
adequacy of the scientific data underlying a measure in a manner 
that is inconsistent with basic principles of adjudicatory review 
of science in the regulatory process. In keeping with the above 
principles, the best interpretation of this passage is probably 
that there is a need for a minimal level of scientific evidence. 
With this perspective, panels would not have the wholesale 
power to substitute theirjudgemeni for that of national authorities 
with respect to the adequacy of the scientific evidence. Rather, 
panels could only ask whether the empirical data are minimally 
adequate to support the national government's scientific 
conclusions. 

An additional concern is the potential for dispute panels to 
second-guess the relationship between the scientific support and 
the regulatory measure chosen by national governmental 
authorities by demanding an excessively high correlation 
between the two. Neither the Uruguay Round nor the NAFTA 
SPS texts speak to whether empirical data must correlate with 
regulated exposures, to whether uses from which data are 
obtained must be identified with a high degree of particularity, 
or to the specificity with which uses or exposures might be 
regulated based on particular effects. For example, would data 
based on exposure to a substance by inhalation support the 
regulation of that substance through ingestion? Would data 
obtained from certain uses justify controls or bans on others? 
This difficulty is particularly apparent in the case of the Uruguay 
Round SPS Agreement, in which the scope of applicability of 

' See vupra teXt accompanying note :. 
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the scientifically-based trade disciplines to the choice of 
regulatory measure is not entirely clear. 

Presumably the texts constraining national regulatory powers 
over sanitary and phytosanitary measures are not intended to 
disrupt numerous regulatory schemes in place in many countries 
for such substances as drugs. food additives, and pesticides. 
in which prior governmental authorisalion is rcquircd before a 
substance may be manufactured, can enter commerce, or may 
be employed for a particular use. Typically, such frameworks 
require a private party applicant, such as a manufacturer, to 
demonstrate that the substance meets a test of safety or the 
absence of adverse effects. One way of looking at these 
requirements of prior approval is as a particularised expression 
of a precautionary approach."° As suggested above. 04  such 
requirements can he quite rigorous from a scientific point of 
view. 

A refusal by regulatory authorities to approve a particular 
substance or use of that substance will very likely be based on 
the absence of sufficient scientific support. due to the applicant's 
failure to meet the burden of satisfying the statutory standard. 

In such a situation, the effect of the regulatory decision 
the rejection of the application -- may be a prohibition or ban 
on the substance or use. Under such circumstances, however, it 
would plainly be absurd to consider that prohibition to he a 
"measure" within the meaning of the Uruguay Round and the 
NATA texts on sanitary and phytosanitarv standards. 5  

l.Y to' ('..R. PI.STIEIDI.s: A ()Ipa.sIl\ Li STE DY (IF ISI1R4P1AL1,ED 

'\,RIl( IDLE RIO [Ci Oii S1.YIiL\IS. RIE(?ED I1IDIC --IS.  

P D up -n spuRion LI B. 

' 5L'R mpra tCE I LUoTEPLUT i I1S NUIC 102 .  

N' SY' DUPPN DOtCE 2 1 & 47 delinhliori. of Ranitary and ph.tnsanitarv 
rncaur' in tiueua' Round and \A\1I\ tuxI.). 
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Otherwise, a successful challenge to such a pro iihition could 
be based upon the rejection of an application for which no 
supporting data at all were supplied. This interpretation would 
then produce the unlikely. If not absurd, resLilt that the less 
extensive the applicant's .scientilc support, the greater the 
likelihood of a successful challenge. 

Lastly, the prerogative created by the LrLLguay,  Round and 
the NAFIA br the estahl i shrnent of expert review groups and 
scientific review hoards. respectively, to provide the lay panel 
members with technical, scientific advice should be exercised 
with great care. Absent, greater precision in the delineation of 
the composition, structure, powers, and procedures for these 
entities, these innovatioils may very well do more hami than 
good.'' For instance, it is unclear whether and 10 what extent a 
dispute settlement panel could request an expert review group 
or scientific review board to review the assumptions, hypotheses, 
and theories - - "science policy choices - on sh ich a risk 
assessment is based. Althougti the rehrence to a neutral expert 
in the '[hat cigarette dispute' appears to have been successful, 
that model may have li nuted appi icahil its' in cases that involve 
much more intense controversy about purely scientific questions 
at the frontiers of human knowledge. 

The notion of deference by one scientist to another's 
defensible. but arguably incorrect, scientific determination is 
1101 necessarily well internal i seci among the sc ienti fie 
community. The composition of these expert groups is 
ohviouslycrucial , hut there is no reqitireitient that the members 

y conlrasl. the aviiibhiv 01 o1vjIl)rlTniIi,II APLI public hculih 

)IIIILV 	 ihrtiuiili tIic Lt1h)uc A ,  lhiiclit 	II iii L'\peric,l( - c ill Olaf lilt 
- 	(l]SIIIILi I roth ll1CIhhher ol 	rcvicw nlupI alid ciijiic rcvicu 
hojrds - naiy broaden ihe perj)uLiJv,i of ,ndiv,dual jlaliL'I ill c\Ici'oIi 
1liir ia-niakinc iurlcLions and erullalice patteR 	cniJs l\ to poliev Lnccni 
OU1CI 1haTj inlerllai onial linde. 

Sec OI(i/(( IC \I IUUilhlhpaflYl tiC nOun, 1 -1 5 25. 
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be broadly representative of the range of scientific thought on 
the questions posed. Nor is it apparent that such a requirement 
wouki have any meamng in hotly contested disputes or with 
regard to issues at die edges of scientific thought. 

The potential for aberrant results is particularly high in the 

case ol the Uruguay Round SPS Agreement. in which the scope 
of scientific inquiry established by the text, as discussed above, 
is less than clear. For example, that new agreement appears to 
ifivitU an inquiry into the sufficiency of the scientific evidence 
supporting a national regulatory measure. instead of 
encouraging an appropriate level of deference to science-based 
determinations of national regulatory authorities, the availability 
of these groups may incorrectly suggest that scientific questions 
are justiciable in an adjudicatory and adversarial context. 

CONCLUSION 
The emphasis on science-based trade disciplines in the standards 

provisions of the Uruguay Round and the NAFTA raises new 
challenges both for national regulators authorities in the public 

health area and for the international trade regime, and especially 
for the trade agreement dispute settlement process. The structure 

of these texts, the best tii inking on the role of science in the 

national regulatory process, considerations of scientific 
uncertainty, and the negotiating histories of these agreements 
all suggest that dispute settlement panels shoukl he highly 

deferentia' to the scientific determinations ol national authoritie.s 

that tinderlie regulatory measures to protect the environment 

and public health. This question of deference might well benefit 

Irom explicit clarification by the relevant bodies under the World 

Trade Organ isal ion the newly established Committee on 

Trade and Environment or the relevant bodies under the SPS 
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and TBTAgreements 55  and the analogous institutions under 
the NAFTA,' 55  including the new North American Commission 
for Environmental Cooperation. 

' Sec Uruguay Round SPS Agreement, rtspra note 19. para. 38 
(establishing Committee on Sanitary and Phvtosanitary Measures "to provide 
a regular forum fbi' consultations"): Uruguay Round TBT Agreement, .supra 
note 20, art. 13, para. 13.1 (establishing Committee on Technical Barriers to 
Trade "for the purpose of affording Members the opportunity of consulting 
on any matters relating to the operation of this Agreement"). 

'' See NAFFA, sup;a note 2. art. 722 (establishing Committee on 
Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures to "facilitate . . . consultations on 
specific matters relating to sanitary or phytosanitary measures"); Id. art. 913 
(establishing Committee on Standards-Related Measures to 'provid[e( a 
forum for the Parties to consult on issues relating to standards-related 
measures"). 

North American Agreement on Environmental Cooperation, Sept. 13, 
1993,Can.-Mex.-U.S..art. 8.32 I.L.M. 1482, 1485 (1993) (establishing 
Commission for Environmental Cooperation). 
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